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Abstract
Generalizing the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations, we derive a hi-
erarchy of non-linear Ward identities for affine-Virasoro correlators. The
hierarchy follows from null states of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov type
and the assumption of factorization, whose consistency we verify at an
abstract level. Solution of the equations requires concrete factorization
ansa¨tze, which may vary over affine-Virasoro space. As a first example,
we solve the non-linear equations for the coset constructions, using a ma-
trix factorization. The resulting coset correlators satisfy first-order linear
partial differential equations whose solutions are the coset blocks defined
by Douglas.
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1 Introduction
Affine-Virasoro constructions are Virasoro operators constructed with the cur-
rents Ja, a = 1, . . . , dim g of affine g. Here is a brief history of these construc-
tions.
Affine Lie algebra, or current algebra on S1, was discovered independently
in mathematics [1] and physics [2]. The first concrete representation [2] was
untwisted SU(3)1, obtained with world-sheet fermions [2, 3] in the construction
of current-algebraic spin and internal symmetry on the string [2]. Examples of
affine-Sugawara† constructions [2, 5] and coset constructions [2, 5] were also given
in the first string era, as well as the vertex operator construction of fermions
and untwisted SU(n)1 from compactified spatial dimensions [6, 7]. The general-
ization of these constructions [8, 9, 10, 11] and their application to the heterotic
string [12] mark the beginning of the present era. See Refs. [13, 14] for further
historical remarks on these early affine-Virasoro constructions.
The general affine-Virasoro construction [15, 16]
T (L) = Lab ∗∗JaJb
∗
∗ (1.1)
is summarized by the Virasoro master equation [15, 16] for the inverse inertia
tensor Lab = Lba. A generalized master equation including ∂J terms [15] has
also been obtained, as well as the superconformal master equation [17], which
collects the superconformal solutions of the Virasoro master equation.
Here is an overview of the solution space, called affine-Virasoro space, of
the Virasoro master equation.
a) The standard rational conformal field theories are contained in the affine-
Sugawara nests [18], which include the affine-Sugawara constructions [2, 5,
9, 10], the coset constructions [2, 5, 11] and the nested coset constructions
[19, 18].
b) The master equation has a very large number of solutions, e.g. approxi-
mately 1/4 billion on each level of affine SU(3), and exponentially larger
†The Sugawara-Sommerfeld model [4] was in four dimensions on the algebra of fields. The
first affine-Sugawara constructions, on affine Lie algebra, were given by Bardakc¸i and Halpern
[2, 5] in 1971.
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numbers on larger manifolds [18]. Most of these constructions are new,
and many new solutions have been found in closed form, including large
numbers of unitary solutions with irrational central charge [18, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. As examples, the value at level 5 of SU(3) [22]
c
(
(SU(3)5)
#
D(1)
)
= 2
(
1− 1√
61
)
≃ 1.7439 (1.2)
is the lowest unitary irrational central charge yet observed, while the
simplest exact unitary irrational level-families yet obtained are the rs-
superconformal set with central charge [25]
c(SU(n)#x [m(N = 1), rs]) =
6nx
nx+ 8 sin2(rspi/n)
(1.3)
where r, s ∈ IN and x is the level of affine SU(n). Ref. [27] gives the most
recent list of exact unitary solutions with irrational central charge. Large
classes of unitary irrational solutions have also been studied by high-level
expansion [22], which remains the most powerful tool so far developed for
the study of the space.
c) The generic conformal field theory has irrational central charge, and ra-
tional central charge is rare in the space of unitary conformal field the-
ories. Indeed, the standard rational conformal field theories live in the
much larger space of Lie h-invariant conformal field theories [27], which
are themselves quite rare. Large numbers of candidates for new rational
conformal field theories, beyond the affine-Sugawara nests, have also been
found [28, 29, 30].
d) Partial classification of affine-Virasoro space has been achieved with graph
theory and generalized graph theories [23, 24, 17, 30, 31, 25, 26, 27]. More-
over, the master equation generates the graph theories on the group man-
ifolds in such a way that unsuspected Lie group structure, called General-
ized Graph Theory on Lie g [24, 26], is seen in each of the graph theories.
The interested reader should consult Ref. [26], which axiomatizes the
subject.
e) Large as they are, the graph theories so far cover only very small regions
of affine-Virasoro space. Enough has been learned, however, to see that
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all known exact solutions are special cases with relatively high symmetry,
whereas the generic solution is completely asymmetric [23]. In this cir-
cumstance, an exact general solution of the master equation seems beyond
hope.
We also mention a number of other developments in the program, including
geometric identification [32] of the master equation as an Einstein-like system
on the group manifold, a world-sheet action [33] for the generic affine-Virasoro
construction on simple g, and the exact C-function [34] and C-theorem on affine-
Virasoro space. See also Ref. [35], which gives an introductory review of devel-
opments in the Virasoro master equation.
It is clear that the Virasoro master equation is the first step in the study
of irrational conformal field theory, but how are we to obtain the correlators
of such theories ?Most of the computational methods of conformal field theory
[36, 37] are based on chiral algebras [38, 39] and their corresponding chiral null
states, a situation of relatively high symmetry which cannot be generic in affine-
Virasoro space. On the other hand, each affine-Virasoro construction has null
states of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) type [10], if only we can learn to
exploit them.
The context for this development was given in the 1989 paper “Direct Ap-
proach to Operator Conformal Constructions” [14], by one of the present au-
thors. The central point is that affine-Virasoro constructions come in commuting
K-conjugate pairs [2, 5, 11, 15], which naturally form biconformal field theories.
In these systems, the natural analogues of Virasoro primary fields are the Vira-
soro biprimary fields, which are simultaneously Virasoro primary under each of
the two commuting Virasoro operators. These fields were called bitensor fields
in the original paper, and, although they were originally given only for the coset
constructions, their form is the same for all affine-Virasoro constructions.
In this paper, we combine the three elements
1. Virasoro biprimary fields [14] in biconformal field theory
2. KZ-type null states [10] of each affine-Virasoro construction
3. Factorization [40, 41, 14, 29] to a K-conjugate pair of ordinary conformal
field theories
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to derive a hierarchy of non-linear Ward identities for affine-Virasoro correlators
(see eq.(8.2)). The Ward identities properly follow from the first two elements,
and become non-linear differential equations on the assumption of factorization,
which we argue is consistent at an abstract level.
The abstract form of the Ward identities is only a first step toward the corre-
lators, however, because solution of the equations requires specific factorization
ansa¨tze, which may vary over affine-Virasoro space.
As a first example, we have solved the non-linear equations for the simplest
non-trivial K-conjugate pairs, h ⊂ g and the g/h coset constructions, using
a matrix factorization. The resulting coset correlators solve first-order linear
partial differential equations, with flat connections, whose solutions are the coset
blocks defined by Douglas [41].
The Conclusion speculates on other possible factorization ansa¨tze, and,
following our clue in the coset constructions, we speculate briefly about flat
connections for all affine-Virasoro constructions.
2 The Virasoro Master Equation
In this section, we review the Virasoro master equation and some features of the
system which will be useful below.
The general construction begins with the currents of untwisted affine g [1, 2]
Ja(z) =
∑
m
J (m)a z
−m−1 , a = 1, . . . , dim g , m, n ∈ ZZ (2.1a)
Ja(z)Jb(w) =
Gab
(z − w)2+ifab
c
(
1
z − w +
1
2
∂w
)
Jc(w)+Tab(w)+O(z−w) (2.1b)
where fab
c and Gab are respectively the structure constants and general Killing
metric of g. The current algebra (2.1) is completely general since g is not
necessarily compact or semisimple. In particular, to obtain level xI = 2kI/ψ
2
I of
gI in g = ⊕IgI with dual Coxeter number h˜I = QI/ψ2I , take
Gab = ⊕IkIηIab , facdfbdc = −⊕I QIηIab (2.2)
where ηIab and ψI are respectively the Killing metric and the highest root of gI .
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Next, consider the class of operators quadratic in the currents
T (z) = Lab ∗∗Ja(z)Jb(z)
∗
∗ =
∑
m
L(m)z−m−2 (2.3)
where Tab =
∗
∗JaJb
∗
∗ = Tba is the composite two-current operator in (2.1b). The
set of coefficients Lab = Lba is called the inverse inertia tensor, in analogy with
the spinning top. The requirement that T (z) is a Virasoro operator
T (z)T (w) =
c/2
(z − w)4 +
(
2
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
T (w) + reg. (2.4)
restricts the values of the inverse inertia tensor to those which solve the Virasoro
master equation [15, 16]
Lab = 2LacGcdL
db − LcdLeffceafdf b − Lcdfceffdf (aLb)e (2.5a)
c = 2GabL
ab . (2.5b)
The Virasoro master equation has been identified [32] as an Einstein-like system
on the group manifold, with Lab the inverse metric on tangent space and c =
dim g − 4R, where R is the Einstein curvature scalar.
Some general features of the Virasoro master equation include:
1. The affine-Sugawara construction [2, 5, 9, 10] Lg is
Labg = ⊕I
ηabI
2kI +QI
, cg =
∑
I
xIdim gI
xI + h˜I
(2.6)
for arbitrary level of any g, and similarly for Lh when h ⊂ g. In what
follows, we refer to the affine-Sugawara constructions as the A-S construc-
tions.
2. K-conjugation covariance [2, 5, 11, 15]. When L is a solution of the master
equation on g, then so is the K-conjugate partner L˜ of L,
L˜ab = Labg − Lab , c˜ = cg − c (2.7)
and the corresponding stress tensors form a K-conjugate pair of commuting
Virasoro algebras
T˜ (z) =
∑
m
L˜(m)z−m−2 (2.8a)
5
T˜ (z)T˜ (w) =
c˜/2
(z − w)4 +
(
2
(z − w)2 +
1
z − w∂w
)
T˜ (w) + reg. (2.8b)
T (z)T˜ (w) = reg. . (2.8c)
The affine-Virasoro stress tensors T and T˜ are quasi-primary under the
A-S stress tensor Tg = T + T˜ .
The simplest K-conjugate pairs are the subgroup constructions Lh and the
corresponding g/h coset constructions [2, 5, 11]
Labg/h = L
ab
g − Labh , cg/h = cg − ch (2.9)
while repeated K-conjugation on embedded subgroup sequences generates
the nested coset constructions [19, 18] and the affine-Virasoro nests [18].
3. Non-chiral versions of affine-Virasoro constructions are formed as usual by
left-right doubling [33, 35]. Because the constructions come in commuting
K-conjugate pairs, the action formulation of the generic theory [33] is a
gauge theory, in which a given construction is gauged by the Virasoro
generators of its K-conjugate partner. The simplest gauge choice for the
physical Hilbert space of the generic theory L is the set of states which
are Virasoro primary under the K-conjugate construction
L˜m>0|L physical〉 = 0 (2.10)
and vice versa for the L˜ theory. This is not a complete gauge fixing for the
coset constructions, nor for the more general affine h-invariant conformal
field theories [27], all of which are special cases with some residual affine
Lie symmetry.
3 L-Bases and Virasoro Biprimary States
In this section we review and extend the construction of the Lab-broken biprimary
states [14, 18], which are Virasoro primary under both T and T˜ . These states
were called simultaneous affine-conformal highest-weight (ACHW) states in the
original work.
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We begin with the vacuum of affine g
Jm≥0a |0〉 = Lm≥−1|0〉 = L˜m≥−1|0〉 = 0 (3.1)
and introduce the affine primary field RIg(T )
Ja(z)R
I
g(T , w) =
(
1
z − w +
∂w
2∆g(T )
)
RJg (T , w)(Ta)J I +(Rg)Ia(T , w)+O(z−w)
(3.2a)
Jm≥0a R
I
g(T , 0)|0〉 = δm,0RJg (T , 0)|0〉(Ta)J I , I, J = 1, . . . , dim T (3.2b)
which corresponds to matrix representation T of g. In the finite part of (3.2a),
∆g(T ) is the conformal weight of representation T under the A-S construction
Tg and (Rg)
I
a =
∗
∗JaR
I
g
∗
∗ is a composite field defined by the OPE.
Consider the action of the affine-Virasoro construction T = Lab ∗∗JaJb
∗
∗ on
the affine primary states. It is easily verified with (3.2b) that
L(0)RIg(T , 0)|0〉χαI (T ) = ∆α(T )RIg(T , 0)|0〉χαI (T ) (3.3a)
Lab(TaTb)IJχαJ(T ) = ∆α(T )χαI (T ) , α, β = 1, . . . , dim T (3.3b)
where ∆α(T ) and χαI (T ) are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the conformal
weight matrix ∆(T ) = LabTaTb. It is conventional [18] to call ∆α(T ) the Lab-
broken conformal weights of the affine primary state, and it is convenient to
work directly in the eigenbasis of the conformal-weight matrix, which we call an
L-basis of representation T ,
Rαg (T , z) ≡ RIg(T , z)χαI (T ) (3.4a)
(Ta)αβ ≡ (χ∗(T ))Iα(Ta)IJχβJ(T ) (3.4b)
∆(T )αβ = Lab(TaTb)αβ = δβα∆α(T ) (3.4c)
Ja(z)R
α
g (T , w) =
Rβg (T , w)
z − w (Ta)β
α + reg. . (3.4d)
In what follows, we refer to the eigenbasis of any relevant conformal weight
matrix as an L-basis. Including the higher modes of T and T˜ , one now verifies
that
Lm≥0Rαg (T , 0)|0〉 = δm,0∆α(T )Rαg (T , 0)|0〉 (3.5a)
L˜m≥0Rαg (T , 0)|0〉 = δm,0∆˜α(T )Rαg (T , 0)|0〉 (3.5b)
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∆α(T ) + ∆˜α(T ) = ∆g(T ) . (3.5c)
It is clear that, in an L-basis, the Lab-broken affine primary states are Virasoro
biprimary states with conformal weights (∆α(T ), ∆˜α(T )) under the K-conjugate
partners T and T˜ .
We also define the carrier-space metric ηαβ(T ) in the L-basis of T , which is
used to raise and lower indices. The inverse of the carrier-space metric appears
in the A-S two-point correlators
〈Rαg (T 1, z)Rβg (T 2, w)〉 =
ηαβ(T 1)δ(T 2, T¯ 1)
(z − w)2∆g(T 1) (3.6a)
(T¯a)αβ = −ηαρηβσ(Ta)σρ = −(T ∗a )αβ (3.6b)
where the Kronecker-delta on the right of (3.6a) records that the correlators
vanish except when the second representation T 2 is the complex conjugate of
the first, as defined in (3.6b). The two-point A-S correlators satisfy the usual
global Ward identity
〈Rg(T 1, z)Rg(T 2, w)〉(T 1a + T 2a ) = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g (3.7)
which implies with (3.4c) that the carrier-space metric satisfies
ηαβ(T )(∆α(T )−∆β(T )) = ηαβ(T )(∆α(T )−∆β(T )) = 0 (3.8a)
ηαβ(T )(∆˜α(T )− ∆˜β(T )) = ηαβ(T )(∆˜α(T )− ∆˜β(T )) = 0 (3.8b)
in each L-basis. These identities are trivial for the A-S constructions, but will
be useful below in the general case.
In the appropriate L-bases, affine secondary states are also Virasoro bipri-
mary. As an example, we give the results for the Lab-broken one-current states
of the affine vacuum module
〈JA(z)JB(w)〉 = GAB
(z − w)2 (3.9a)
Lm≥0JA(0)|0〉 = δm,0∆AJA(0)|0〉 (3.9b)
L˜m≥0JA(0)|0〉 = δm,0∆˜AJA(0)|0〉 (3.9c)
∆A + ∆˜A = 1 (3.9d)
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MA
B(L) = 2GACL
CB + fAC
ELCDfDE
B = ∆Aδ
B
A (3.9e)
GAB(∆A −∆B) = GAB(∆˜A − ∆˜B) = 0 (3.9f)
where A,B = 1, . . . , dim g labels the currents in an L-basis of the conformal
weight matrix MA
B. The identities (3.9f) follow in an L-basis because Ma
cGcb
is a, b symmetric in any basis [34].
4 Virasoro Biprimary Fields
Virasoro biprimary fields were first constructed in Ref. [14], where they were
called bitensor fields. We review and extend this development in the language
of OPE’s, incorporating an observation due to Schrans [42].
Let φαg (z) be a Virasoro primary field under the A-S construction on g
Tg(z)φ
α
g (w) =
(
∆g
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
φαg (w) + reg. (4.1)
where an L-basis for φg is assumed, so that φ
α
g (0)|0〉 is biprimary under T and
T˜ . In what follows, we refer to {φαg } as the A-S fields, examples of which include
the affine primary fields and the currents
Tg(z)R
α
g (T , w) =
(
∆g(T )
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
Rαg (T , w) + reg. (4.2a)
Tg(z)JA(w) =
(
1
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
JA(w) + reg. . (4.2b)
It should be noted that, although (4.2a) is usually assumed [10] for the affine
primary fields, the form is strictly correct only for integer level of affine compact
g. This subtlety is discussed in Appendix A, which finds an extra zero-norm
operator contribution for non-unitary A-S constructions.
Because the affine-Virasoro stress tensors T and T˜ are quasi-primary fields
under Tg, we may infer quite generally that [42]
T (z)φαg (w) =
∆αφ
α
g (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂wφ
α
g (w) + δφ
α
g (w)
z − w + reg. (4.3a)
T˜ (z)φαg (w) =
∆˜αφ
α
g (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂wφ
α
g (w) + δ˜φ
α
g (w)
z − w + reg. (4.3b)
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∆α + ∆˜α = ∆g (4.3c)
∂φαg + δφ
α
g + δ˜φ
α
g = 0 (4.3d)
where (∆α, ∆˜α) are the (T, T˜ ) conformal weights of the biprimary states φ
α
g (0)|0〉
and (δφαg , δ˜φ
α
g ) are extra terms which are non-vanishing in the general case. As
an example of the characteristic OPE (4.3), we have the known OPE for the
currents [15]
T (z)JA(w) = ∆A
(
1
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
JA(w) +
2iLBCfBA
DTCD(w)
z − w + reg.
(4.4a)
δJgA = (∆A − 1)∂JA + 2iLBCfBADTCD (4.4b)
where TAB =
∗
∗JAJB
∗
∗ is the composite operator Tab in an L-basis of the currents.
The corresponding form of δ˜JgA is obtained from (4.4b) with ∆→ ∆˜ and L→ L˜.
As another example, we have computed
T (z)Rαg (T , w) = ∆α(T )
(
1
(z − w)2 +
1
∆g(T )
∂w
z − w
)
Rαg (T , w)
+
2Lab(Rg)
β
a(T , w)(Tb)βα
z − w + reg. (4.5a)
δRαg =
(
∆α(T )
∆g(T ) − 1
)
∂Rαg (T ) + 2Lab(Rg)βa(T )(Tb)βα (4.5b)
for the affine primary fields Rαg (T ), where the composite operator (Rg)αa (T ) =
∗
∗JaR
α
g (T ) ∗∗ is defined in eq.(3.2a). Further details of this computation are given
in Appendix A.
A number of results follow from the characteristic OPE (4.3) by standard
manipulations. First, we have the equivalent forms
[L(m), φαg (z)] = z
m[z∂zφ
α
g (z) + (m+ 1)∆αφ
α
g (z) + zδφ
α
g (z)] (4.6a)
[L˜(m), φαg (z)] = z
m[z∂zφ
α
g (z) + (m+ 1)∆˜αφ
α
g (z) + zδ˜φ
α
g (z)] (4.6b)
from which one recovers that φαg creates the Virasoro biprimary states
Lm≥0φαg (0)|0〉 = δm,0∆αφαg (0)|0〉 (4.7a)
L˜m≥0φαg (0)|0〉 = δm,0∆˜αφαg (0)|0〉 (4.7b)
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as discussed in the previous section. Moreover, the relations
δφαg (z) = −[L˜(−1), φαg (z)] , δ˜φαg (z) = −[L(−1), φαg (z)] (4.8)
also follow from (4.6) and (4.3d), so the extra terms δφαg , δ˜φ
α
g in (4.3) are directly
linked to the existence of a non-trivial K-conjugate theory. See also Section 7,
where the extra terms in (4.3) are understood as a consequence of factorization.
Finally, we recover from (4.6) the generalized stability conditions [2, 14]
[z−mL(m) − L(0), φαg (z)] = m∆αφαg (z) (4.9a)
[z−mL˜(m) − L˜(0), φαg (z)] = m∆˜αφαg (z) (4.9b)
which are independent of the extra terms, and whose form at z = 1 was central
in the original construction of the biprimary fields.
We turn now to the Virasoro biprimary fields φα(z¯, z), which satisfy
T (z)φα(w¯, w) =
(
∆α
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
φα(w¯, w) + reg. (4.10a)
T˜ (z¯)φα(w¯, w) =
(
∆˜α
(z¯ − w¯)2 +
∂w¯
z¯ − w¯
)
φα(w¯, w) + reg. . (4.10b)
These fields were called “bitensor fields” in the original paper [14], and they
have a number of equivalent forms
φα(z¯, z) = zL
(0)
z¯L˜
(0)
φαg (1)z
−L(0)−∆α z¯−L˜
(0)−∆˜α (4.11a)
=
(
z¯
z
)L˜(0)
φαg (z)
(
z
z¯
)L˜(0)+∆˜α
(4.11b)
=
(
z
z¯
)L(0)
φαg (z¯)
(
z¯
z
)L(0)+∆α
(4.11c)
= e(z¯−z)L˜
(−1)
φαg (z)e
(z−z¯)L˜(−1) (4.11d)
= e(z−z¯)L
(−1)
φαg (z¯)e
(z¯−z)L(−1) (4.11e)
each of which is an SL(2) boost of the A-S field φαg .
The first line (4.11a) is the original form of the biprimary fields, but the
equality of all the forms in (4.11) may be verified with the A-S boost identities
φαg (zz¯) = z
L
(0)
g φαg (z¯)z
−L
(0)
g −∆g (4.12a)
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φαg (z + z¯) = e
zL
(−1)
g φαg (z¯)e
−zL
(−1)
g (4.12b)
and the boost identity
∂z
(
e(z¯−z)L
(−1)
(
z
z¯
)L(0)
φαg (z¯)
(
z¯
z
)L(0)+∆α
e(z−z¯)L
(−1)
)
= 0 (4.13)
which itself follows from the stability condition (4.9a).
Following the original arguments [14], a check of the form (4.11a) is given in
Appendix B. For the present discussion, the simplest check of the OPE (4.10a)
uses (4.3a), (4.8) and the form in (4.11d),
T (z)φα(w¯, w) = e(w¯−w)L˜
(−1)
T (z)φαg (w)e
(w−w¯)L˜(−1)
= e(w¯−w)L˜
(−1)

∆αφαg (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂wφ
α
g (w)− [L˜(−1), φαg (w)]
z − w + reg.

 e(w−w¯)L˜(−1)
=
(
∆α
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
φα(w¯, w) + reg. .
(4.14)
Similarly, the simplest check of the OPE (4.10b) follows the same steps from the
form in (4.11e).
Other useful properties of the biprimary fields include
〈φα(z¯, z)〉 = 0 (4.15a)
φα(z, z) = φαg (z) (4.15b)
∂zφ
α(z¯, z)|z¯=z = [L(−1), φαg (z)] (4.15c)
∂z¯φ
α(z¯, z)|z¯=z = [L˜(−1), φαg (z)] (4.15d)
(∂z + ∂z¯)φ
α(z¯, z)|z¯=z = ∂zφαg (z) (4.15e)
∂qz¯∂
p
zφ
α(z¯, z)|z¯=z = (ad L˜(−1))q(adL(−1))pφαg (z) (4.15f)
φα(0, 0)|0〉 = φαg (0)|0〉 = biprimary state . (4.15g)
See also Section 7, where the SL(2)-boost form (4.11) of the biprimary fields is
understood by factorization.
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5 Biconformal Field Theory
It is clear from the discussion above that K-conjugate pairs of affine-Virasoro
constructions naturally form biconformal field theories, whose chiral form in-
cludes two commuting Virasoro algebras. This is the viewpoint emphasized in
the Direct Approach to Operator Conformal Constructions [14], the Generic
Affine-Virasoro Action [33], and the review in Ref. [35].
In biconformal field theories, the biprimary fields φα(z¯, z) have conformal
weights (∆α, ∆˜α), ∆α + ∆˜α = ∆g, under the K-conjugate pair of commuting
stress tensors (T, T˜ ), T + T˜ = Tg, and create the biprimary states φ
α(0, 0)|0〉
with the same conformal weights. The biprimary fields are in 1-1 correspondence
with the A-S fields φαg (z) = φ
α(z, z), which are Virasoro primary under the A-S
construction. Similarly, the correlators of the biprimary fields, called bicon-
formal correlators, reduce to their corresponding A-S correlators when z¯i = zi
for all points i in the correlator. Biconformal secondary fields have the form
∂mz ∂
n
z¯ φ
α(z¯, z) and biconformal secondary states can be obtained with negative
modes of T or T˜ , as usual.
The reader may enjoy the structural analogue between the chiral bicon-
formal field theories and ordinary non-chiral (or closed string) conformal field
theories, which also have two commuting Virasoro algebras. Indeed, it is to
highlight this analogy that we have written the argument of the biprimary fields
as (z¯, z), though it is not necessary here to think of z¯ as the complex conjugate
of z.
As examples in this paper, we will focus on the biprimary fields of the
Lab-broken affine primary fields
Rα(T , z¯, z) = e(z¯−z)L˜(−1)Rαg (T , z)e(z−z¯)L˜
(−1)
(5.1a)
∆α(T ) + ∆˜α(T ) = ∆g(T ) (5.1b)
and the biprimary fields of the Lab-broken currents
JA(z¯, z) = e(z¯−z)L˜(−1)JA(z)e(z−z¯)L˜(−1) (5.2a)
∆A + ∆˜A = 1 . (5.2b)
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Two- and three-point biconformal correlators and leading-term OPE’s of the
biprimary fields are easily determined from the principles above, for example
〈Rα(T 1, z¯, z)Rβ(T 2, w¯, w)〉 = η
αβ(T 1)δ(T 2, T¯ 1)
(z − w)2∆α(T 1)(z¯ − w¯)2∆˜α(T 1) (5.3a)
〈JA(z¯, z)JB(w¯, w)〉 = GAB
(z − w)2∆A(z¯ − w¯)2∆˜A . (5.3b)
In both cases, the denominators are fixed first by SL(2) × SL(2) covariance
and the numerators are then fixed by comparison with the corresponding A-S
correlators (3.6a) and (3.9a) at z¯ = z and w¯ = w. Recalling eqs.(3.8) and (3.9f)
in the form
ηαβ(T ) = 0 when ∆α(T ) 6= ∆β(T ) (5.4a)
GAB = 0 when ∆A 6= ∆B (5.4b)
we see that the biconformal correlators (5.3) are non-zero only when the Lab-
broken conformal weights of the two biprimary fields are equal.
Similarly, we have
〈Rα1(T 1, z¯1, z1)Rα2(T 2, z¯2, z2)Rα3(T 3, z¯3, z3)〉 =
Y α1α2α3g
zγ1212 z
γ13
13 z
γ23
23 z¯
γ¯12
12 z¯
γ¯13
13 z¯
γ¯23
23
(5.5)
where zij = zi − zj , z¯ij = z¯i − z¯j and
γij = ∆αi(T i) + ∆αj (T j)−∆αk(T k) , γ¯ij = ∆˜αi(T i) + ∆˜αj (T j)− ∆˜αk(T k)
(5.6a)
γij + γ¯ij = γ
g
ij = ∆g(T i) + ∆g(T j)−∆g(T k) . (5.6b)
The coefficient Yg is the invariant A-S three-point correlator which satisfies the
usual global Ward identity
Y βg (
3∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g (5.7)
where α and β are a shorthand for the index sets α1α2α3 and β1β2β3.
For the Lab-broken currents, we obtain in the same way
〈JA(z¯1, z1)JB(z¯2, z2)JC(z¯3, z3)〉
=
ifAB
DGDC
z¯12z¯13z¯23
(
z¯12
z12
)∆A+∆B−∆C ( z¯13
z13
)∆A+∆C−∆B ( z¯23
z23
)∆B+∆C−∆A
(5.8)
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because γgij = ∆
g = 1. Then we also have the most singular terms of the
Lab-broken bilocal current algebra
JA(z¯, z)JB(w¯, w) = GAB
(z − w)2∆A(z¯ − w¯)2∆˜A
+
∑
C
ifAB
CJC(w¯, w)
(z − w)∆A+∆B−∆C (z¯ − w¯)∆˜A+∆˜B−∆˜C + . . .
(5.9)
which follows from (5.8), (5.3b) and (3.9f). Similarly, we have
〈JA(z¯1, z1)Rα2(T 2, z¯2, z2)Rα3(T 3, z¯3, z3)〉
=
(T 2A )α2α3δ(T 2, T¯ 3)
z¯12z¯13z¯
2∆g(T 2)−1
23
(
z¯12
z12
)∆A+∆α2−∆α3 ( z¯13
z13
)∆A+∆α3−∆α2 ( z¯23
z23
)∆α2+∆α3−∆A
(5.10a)
JA(z¯, z)Rα(T , w¯, w) =
∑
β
Rβ(T , w¯, w)(TA)βα
(z − w)∆A+∆α−∆β(z¯ − w¯)∆˜A+∆˜α−∆˜β + . . . (5.10b)
where ∆αi = ∆αi(T i) and ∆˜αi = ∆˜αi(T i). In these bilocal OPE’s, the corre-
sponding biconformal correlators can be used to determine the contributions of
the biconformal secondaries ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ φ
α(z¯, z) on the right.
More generally, we have the SL(2)× SL(2) decomposition
〈φα11 (z¯1, z1) . . . φαnn (z¯n, zn)〉 ≡ Φα1...αn(z¯, z) =
Y α1...αn(u¯, u)∏
i<j z
γij (α)
ij z¯
γ¯ij(α)
ij
(5.11a)
∑
j 6=i
γij(α) = 2∆αi ,
∑
j 6=i
γ¯ij(α) = 2∆˜αi (5.11b)
γij(α) + γ¯ij(α) = γ
g
ij ,
∑
j 6=i
γgij = 2(∆αi + ∆˜αi) = 2∆
g
i (5.11c)
Y α1...αn(u, u) = Y α1...αng (u) (5.11d)
where {u¯} and {u} are the sets of independent cross-ratios constructed from {z¯i}
and {zi} respectively, and Y αg (u) is the invariant correlator of the corresponding
A-S fields φαg . In general, the A-S correlator Φ
α
g = Φ
α(z, z) and the corresponding
invariant A-S correlator Y αg also satisfy a global Ward identity, for example
Y βg (
n∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g (5.12)
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when broken affine primary fields φα(z¯, z) = Rα(T , z¯, z) are chosen for the cor-
relator.
We finally note that, up to this point, our development applies as well to
the interacting bosonic models [43, 44, 28, 29], which include the affine-Virasoro
constructions in principle, and may be more general. Because they exhibit K-
conjugation covariance, these models also form biconformal field theories: The
analogues of the A-S fields φg are sums of vertex operators which satisfy the
characteristic OPE (4.3), and the corresponding biprimary fields φ(z¯, z) are the
SL(2) boosts (4.11) of the vertex operator sums. In what follows, however, a
more central role is played by the organization of our constructions on affine Lie
algebra.
6 Ward Identities
The form (4.11) of the biprimary fields indicates that the biconformal correlators
can be constructed as power series expansions in A-S correlators about the A-S
point
〈φα11 (z¯1, z1) . . . φαnn (z¯n, zn)〉|z¯=z = 〈φα1g,1(z1) . . . φαng,n(zn)〉 (6.1)
and we have organized this expansion as a sequence of computations of the
Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov [10] type, expressed in the language of OPE’s. The
equivalent language of KZ-type null states is discussed in Section 8.
For example, we know
∂i〈φα11 (z¯1, z1) . . . φαnn (z¯n, zn)〉
=
∮
zi
dwi
2pii
〈T (wi)φα11 (z¯1, z1) . . . φαnn (z¯n, zn)〉
=
∮
zi
dwi
2pii
∮
wi
dηi
2pii
1
ηi − wi 〈L
abJa(ηi)Jb(wi)φ
α1
1 (z¯1, z1) . . . φ
αn
n (z¯n, zn)〉
(6.2)
where ∂i = ∂zi , and so, at the A-S point we have
∂i〈φα11 (z¯1, z1) . . . φαnn (z¯n, zn)〉|z¯=z
=
∮
zi
dw
2pii
∮
w
dη
2pii
1
η − w 〈L
abJa(η)Jb(w)φ
α1
g,1(z1) . . . φ
αn
g,n(zn)〉
(6.3)
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where the right side of (6.3) is an A-S correlator. Similarly, we have
∂i∂j〈φα11 (z¯1, z1) . . . φαnn (z¯n, zn)〉|z¯=z
=
∮
zi
dwi
2pii
∮
wi
dηi
2pii
1
ηi − wi
∮
zj
dwj
2pii
∮
wj
dηj
2pii
1
ηj − wj
· 〈LabJa(ηi)Jb(wi)LcdJc(ηj)Jc(wj)φα1g,1(z1) . . . φαng,n(zn)〉
(6.4)
and so on uniformly for any number of derivatives. To obtain derivatives with
respect to one or more barred variables, say ∂i → ∂¯i = ∂z¯i , replace L → L˜ in
the ith current bilinear on the right.
The right sides of these equations can be evaluated by standard dispersive
methods, using only the singular terms of the OPE’s of the currents with the
A-S fields φαg . In what follows, we call these relations the Ward identities of the
biconformal field theories.
It is clear that the simplest Ward identities will be obtained for the bipri-
mary fields φα(z¯, z) = Rα(T , z¯, z) of the Lab-broken affine primaries φαg (z) =
Rαg (T , z): In this case, the simple algebra of J and Rg in (3.4d) will guarantee
that the right sides of these identities are proportional to the A-S correlators
themselves, whereas extra inhomogeneous terms are generally obtained for bro-
ken affine secondaries. In what follows, we focus on the broken affine primaries,
although we have collected some of the corresponding results for Lab-broken
currents in Appendix C.
We present our results for the Lab-broken affine primaries in the simplified
notation
Aα(z¯, z) ≡ 〈Rα1(T 1, z¯1, z1) . . .Rαn(T n, z¯n, zn)〉 (6.5a)
Aαg (z) = A
α(z, z) ≡ 〈Rα1g (T 1, z1) . . . Rαng (T n, zn)〉 (6.5b)
where the subscript g labels the A-S correlator. In this notation, the Ward
identities take the form
∂¯j1 . . . ∂¯jq∂i1 . . . ∂ipA
α|z¯=z = Aβg (W¯1...¯qi1...ip)βα (6.6)
where W¯1...¯qi1...ip is a hierarchy of affine-Virasoro connections, defined for each
K-conjugate pair of affine-Virasoro constructions. By construction, the connec-
tions are symmetric under exchange of any pair of indices, for exampleWji =Wij
and W¯i = Wi¯.
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We have computed the first- and second-order connections, which corre-
spond to first- and second-order derivatives. The first-order identities are
∂iA
α|z¯=z = Aβg (Wi)βα , Wi = 2Lab
∑
j 6=i
T ia T jb
zij
(6.7a)
∂¯iA
α|z¯=z = Aβg (Wı¯)βα , Wı¯ = 2L˜ab
∑
j 6=i
T iaT jb
zij
(6.7b)
where the first-order connections Wi,Wı¯ have the form of the A-S connection
[10]
W gi = 2L
ab
g
∑
j 6=i
T ia T jb
zij
(6.8)
which is also obtained from Wi when L = Lg.
The second-order identities are
∂i∂jA
α|z¯=z = Aβg (Wij)βα , Wij = ∂iWj +
1
2
(Wi,Wj)+ + Eij (6.9a)
∂¯i∂¯jA
α|z¯=z = Aβg (Wı¯ ¯)βα , Wı¯ ¯ = ∂iW¯ +
1
2
(Wı¯,W¯)+ + Eı¯ ¯ (6.9b)
∂¯i∂jA
α|z¯=z = Aβg (Wı¯j)βα , Wı¯j = Wı¯Wj + Eı¯j (6.9c)
where the extra terms E in the second-order connections are
Eij =


2iLdaLe(bfde
c)
{
T jc T
j
b
T ia
z2ij
+
∑
k 6=i,j
T kc T
j
b
T ia
zijzjk
}
+ (i↔ j) , i 6= j
−2iLdaLe(bfdec)∑l 6=i
{
T lc T
l
b T
i
a+T
i
c T
i
b T
l
a
z2
il
+
∑
k 6=i,l
T kc T
l
b T
i
a
zilzik
}
, i = j
(6.10a)
Eı¯ ¯ = Eij |L→L˜ . (6.10b)
Eı¯j =


−2iLdaLe(bfdec)
{
T jc T
j
b
T ia+T
i
c T
i
b T
j
a
z2ij
− 2∑k 6=i,j T kc T ib T jazijzik
}
, i 6= j
2iLdaLe(bfde
c)∑
l 6=i
{
T lc T
l
b T
i
a+T
i
c T
i
b T
l
a
z2
il
+
∑
k 6=i,l
T kc T
l
b T
i
a
zilzik
}
, i = j .
(6.10c)
We note that the Virasoro master equation (2.5a) was employed in this compu-
tation to obtain the terms ∂iWj and ∂iW¯ in (6.9), which are linear in L and L˜.
The results (6.10) may also be collected in the simpler form
Eij = −1
2
(Eı¯j + E¯i) , Eı¯ ¯ = Eij|L→L˜ , Eı¯i = −
∑
j 6=i
Eı¯j (6.11)
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where Eı¯j , i 6= j is given in (6.10c).
Using the results (6.7), (6.9) and (6.11), it is not difficult to verify the first
two orders of the general sum rules
∑
ik
Wı¯i...¯ıqi1 .. ik .. ip =
∑
ik
Wı¯i ..¯ık ..¯ıqi1...ip = 0 (6.12)
which follow from the SL(2)× SL(2) decomposition (5.11).
Many other consistency relations must also hold among the affine-Virasoro
connections because the Ward identities (6.6) can be used to express the bicon-
formal correlators (6.5) in two ways
Aα(z¯, z) = Aβg (z¯)
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∑
i1...ip
(zi1 − z¯i1) . . . (zip − z¯ip)(Wi1...ip(z¯))βα (6.13a)
= Aβg (z)
∞∑
q=0
1
q!
∑
j1...jq
(z¯j1 − zj1) . . . (z¯jq − zjq)(W¯1...¯q(z))βα . (6.13b)
Then, re-expansion of (6.13a) about z¯ = z implies (by comparison with (6.13b))
that the barred connections W¯1...¯q can be expressed in terms of the unbarred
connections Wi1...ip and the A-S connection W
g
i . In Section 8, we will discuss
these relations as members of a larger set of relations which is necessary for the
consistency of factorization.
7 Factorization
In this section, we begin to examine the consistency and implications of fac-
torization [40, 41, 14, 29], which separates the biconformal field theories into
their corresponding K-conjugate pairs of ordinary conformal field theories. In-
tuitively, each K-conjugate pair is a pair of “square-roots” of the affine-Sugawara
construction.
To begin, we return to the biprimary fields, for which we assume the abstract
factorization
φα(z¯, z) = (φ¯(z¯)φ(z))α (7.1a)
φαg (z) = φ
α(z, z) = (φ¯(z)φ(z))α (7.1b)
where φ(z) and φ¯(z) are the proper fields of the L theory and the L˜ theory
respectively. More precisely, φ and φ¯ are (∆α, 0) and (0, ∆˜α) Virasoro primary
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fields respectively under the K-conjugate stress tensors (T, T˜ ), where the zeroes
mean that T (z)φ¯(w) = reg. and T˜ (z)φ(w) = reg. By abstract factorization, we
mean that we do not yet specify any particular group index assignment for φ(z)
or φ¯(z¯) separately, and much of our effort below concerns the consistency of
factorization in this abstract form. Ultimately, we must also study concrete
factorizations - or factorization ansa¨tze - which may vary over affine-Virasoro
space. As an example, we will see below that the matrix factorization
φα(z¯, z) = φ¯βg/h(z¯)(φh(z))β
α (7.2)
is selected by the g/h coset constructions, but, more generally, it may be neces-
sary to consider other ansa¨tze, such as the symmetric factorization
φα(z¯, z) =
∑
ν
φ¯αν (z¯)φ
α
ν (z) (7.3)
where ν is a conformal-block index whose range is to be determined.
We note first that the abstract factorization (7.1b) of the general A-S field
φg provides both a consistency check and a deeper understanding of the charac-
teristic OPE (4.3):
T (z)φαg (w) = (φ¯(w)T (z)φ(w))
α
= (φ¯(w)
(
∆α
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
φ(w))α + reg.
=
∆α
(z − w)2φ
α
g (w) +
∂wφ
α
g (w) + δφ
α
g (w)
z − w + reg.
(7.4a)
δφαg (w) = −(∂wφ¯(w)φ(w))α = −[L˜(−1), φαg (w)] . (7.4b)
In the same way, the K-conjugate relations
δ˜φαg (w) = −(φ¯(w)∂wφ(w))α = −[L(−1), φαg (w)] (7.5)
are obtained for the characteristic OPE with T˜ (z), so the extra terms δφαg , δ˜φ
α
g
are required by factorization when the K-conjugate theory is non-trivial. The
argument of this paragraph was obtained with D. Gepner.
Similarly, the SL(2)-boost forms (4.11) of the biprimary fields are consistent
with factorization [14], and factorization of the A-S field implies factorization of
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the biprimary field: Beginning with the factorized A-S field in (7.1b), we have
φα(z¯, z) = e(z¯−z)L˜
(−1)
φαg (z)e
(z−z¯)L˜(−1)
= (e(z¯−z)L˜
(−1)
φ¯(z)e(z−z¯)L˜
(−1)
φ(z))α
= (φ¯(z¯)φ(z))α
(7.6)
where a standard SL(2) boost in the L˜ theory, analogous to (4.12b), was em-
ployed in the last step.
8 Factorized Ward Identities
We consider the corresponding abstract factorization of the biconformal corre-
lators
Aα(z¯, z) = (A¯(z¯)A(z))α (8.1)
where A, A¯ are the affine-Virasoro correlators, that is, the proper correlators
of the L theory and the L˜ theory respectively. Then the Ward identities (6.6)
become non-linear differential equations for the affine-Virasoro correlators
(∂j1 . . . ∂jqA¯ ∂i1 . . . ∂ipA)
α = Aβg (W¯1...¯qi1...ip)β
α (8.2a)
Aαg (z) = (A¯(z)A(z))
α (8.2b)
Aβg (
n∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g . (8.2c)
So long as factorization is held at this abstract level, the form of these factor-
ized Ward identities is universal across all the conformal field theories of affine-
Virasoro space. In this and the following section, we study the consistency of
these general systems at the abstract level.
To familiarize the reader with these equations, we begin by discussing the
first-order system
(A¯ ∂iA)
α = Aβg (Wi)β
α (8.3a)
(∂iA¯ A)
α = Aβg (Wı¯)β
α (8.3b)
whose connections are given in (6.7). As a first exercise, note that the first-order
equations and the global Ward identity (8.2c) on Ag guarantee SL(2) covariance
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of the factorized correlators
(A¯
∑
i
∂iA)
α = 0 , (A¯
∑
i
(zi∂i +∆αi(T i))A)α = 0
(A¯
∑
i
(z2i ∂i + 2zi∆αi(T i))A)α = 0 (8.4)
and similarly on A¯ with ∆αi(T i) → ∆˜αi(T i). Verification of these identities
follows essentially standard lines, e.g.
(A¯
∑
i
zi∂iA)
α = Aβg
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Lab(T ja T ib )βα
= −Aβg
∑
i
Lab(T ia T ib )βα = −Aαg
∑
i
∆αi(T i)
(8.5)
where we have recalled in the last step that the conformal-weight matrices
LabT ia T ib are diagonal in their respective L-bases.
A more important feature of the first-order equations is that they imply the
KZ-equations [10]
∂iA
α
g = ∂i(A¯ A)
α = Aβg (W
g
i )β
α
(8.6a)
Wi +Wı¯ =W
g
i (8.6b)
where W gi is the A-S connection in (6.8). We shall see that the relation (8.6b)
is the first of a hierarchy of factorization relations necessary for the consistency
of factorization.
Moving on, we consider the second-order system
(A¯ ∂i∂jA)
α = Aβg (Wij)β
α , (∂i∂jA¯ A)
α = Aβg (Wı¯ ¯)β
α (8.7a)
(∂iA¯ ∂jA)
α = Aβg (Wı¯j)β
α (8.7b)
whose connections are given in (6.9). These equations give a non-trivial check
of factorization because differentiation of the first-order equations requires a
second set of factorization relations
Wji +Wjı¯ = (∂i +W
g
i )Wj (8.8a)
W¯i +W¯ ı¯ = (∂i +W
g
i )W¯ (8.8b)
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among the first and second-order connections. With some algebra and the iden-
tity
[Wi,Wj] = Eı¯j − E¯i (8.9)
we have verified that the factorization relations (8.8) are satisfied by the explicit
forms (6.7), (6.9) of the connections.
More generally, let
W{n} = {Wı¯1...¯ıq iq+1...in |0 ≤ q ≤ n} , W0 ≡ 1 (8.10)
be the set of n + 1 connection types of order n. Among the nth-order connec-
tions, we find by differentiation exactly n factorization relations which may be
summarized in the form
W{n−1}in +W{n−1}ı¯n = (∂in +W
g
in)W{n−1} . (8.11)
The relations (8.6b) and (8.8) are included in this set when n = 1 and 2 respec-
tively.
In fact, we can prove from the biprimary fields that all the factorization
relations among all the connections are satisfied: For example, the differentiation
relation (4.15e) implies that the correlators satisfy
{(∂i + ∂¯i)Aα(z¯, z)}|z¯=z = ∂iAαg (z) (8.12)
and, taken with (6.7), this identity establishes the first factorization relation
(8.6b). Similarly, we find the generalization of (8.12)
{(∂in + ∂¯in)(∂¯i1 . . . ∂¯iq∂iq+1 . . . ∂in−1)Aα(z¯, z)}|z¯=z
= ∂in{(∂¯i1 . . . ∂¯iq∂iq+1 . . . ∂in−1)Aα(z¯, z)}|z¯=z
(8.13)
by repeated differentiation of the biprimary fields. Taken with the defining
relations (6.6) of the general connection, these identities establish the general
factorization relations (8.11). We conclude that the factorized Ward identities
(8.2) are consistent at the abstract level.
One consequence of the factorization relations is that, given the A-S con-
nection, there is only one independent connection type at each order, so that all
the connections can be expressed in terms of a canonical set, say
W gi , Wi , Wij , Wijk , Wijkl , . . . . (8.14)
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As an illustration, we have Wı¯ = W
g
i −Wi at first order and
Wı¯j = (∂i +W
g
i )Wj −Wij (8.15a)
Wı¯ ¯ = (∂i +W
g
i )(W
g
j −Wj)− (∂j +W gj )Wi +Wij (8.15b)
at second order. In this form, the nth-order connections involve up to n − 1
powers of the A-S covariant derivative (∂i +W
g
i ). The expressions obtained in
this way for the barred connections W¯1...¯q are the consistency relations which
follow by Taylor expansion of (6.13a) into (6.13b).
Another consequence of the factorization relations is that, given the KZ
equations, all the Ward identities are solved by solving only one equation at
each order. As an example, the complete set of Ward identities
∂iA
α
g = A
β
g (W
g
i )β
α
, (A¯ ∂i1 . . . ∂ipA)
α = Aβg (Wi1...ip)β
α , W0 = 1 (8.16a)
Aβg (
n∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g (8.16b)
involves only the canonical set of connections in (8.14). Combining the complete
set (8.16) with eqs.(6.13a) and (8.2b), we find
Aα(z¯, z) = (A¯(z¯)A(z¯))β
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∑
i1...ip
(zi1 − z¯i1) . . . (zip − z¯ip)(Wi1...ip(z¯))βα
= (A¯(z¯)A(z))α
(8.17)
so that, as we saw for the biprimary fields, factorization of the biconformal
correlators follows from factorization of the A-S correlators.
We finally emphasize that the factorized Ward identities (8.2) are natural
generalizations of the KZ equations (8.6). We have seen that the identities
imply the KZ equations, and, in an equivalent language, the identities follow
from KZ-type null states. As an example, the identities
|χα〉 = L˜(−1)Rαg (T , 0)|0〉 − 2L˜abJ (−1)a Rβg (T , 0)|0〉(Tb)βα = 0 (8.18a)
〈0|Rα1g (T 1, z1) . . . Rαng (T n, zn)|χα〉 = 0 (8.18b)
[J (−1)a , R
α
g (T , z)] = z−1Rβg (T , z)(Ta)βα (8.18c)
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[L˜(−1), Rαg (T , z)] = ∂¯zRα(T , z¯, z)|z¯=z = (∂zR¯(T , z)R(T , z))α (8.18d)
imply the first-order factorized Ward identity (8.3b), while the unfactorized
Ward identity (6.7b) is obtained by stopping one step short in (8.18d). Similarly,
the K-conjugate Ward identities (8.3a) and (6.7a) follow by L˜→ L.
To obtain the A-S correlators as solutions of the Ward identities, consider
the K-conjugate pair
L˜ = Lg , L = 0 , Wı¯ = W
g
i , Wi = 0 (8.19)
in (8.18) and (8.3), and the concrete factorization
Aα(z¯, z) = Aβ(z¯)Aβ
α = Aαg (z¯) (8.20)
in (8.3), where Aβ
α = δαβ are the correlators of the trivial theory. Then (8.3a)
is trivially satisfied and (8.3b) is the KZ equation on g. In this simple case, we
obtain all the higher-order connections
W¯1...¯q = (∂j1 +W
g
j1) . . . (∂jq−1 +W
g
jq−1)W
g
jq , W{q−1}iq = 0 (8.21)
by iteration of the KZ equations and comparison with the Ward identities in
(8.2). The induced connections (8.21) agree with the by-hand second-order con-
nections in (6.9) (because Le(bg fde
c) = 0), and satisfy the factorization relations
(8.11) on inspection.
9 Invariant Equations for Four-Point Correlators
As further checks on the factorized Ward identities (8.2), we have substituted
the two- and three-point correlators (5.3a) and (5.5) into the first- and second-
order equations (8.3) and (8.7). Using the global Ward identity (8.2c), we find
that the equations are satisfied identically before or after factorization.
To study the four-point correlators at this level, we introduce the SL(2)×
SL(2) decomposition (5.11), which involves the invariant correlators
Y α1α2α3α4(u¯, u) = Y α(u¯, u) = (Y¯ (u¯)Y (u))α (9.1a)
u =
z12z34
z14z32
, u¯ =
z¯12z¯34
z¯14z¯32
(9.1b)
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and we choose the KZ gauge γ12 = γ13 = γ¯12 = γ¯13 = 0 for simplicity.
With this decomposition, the factorized Ward identities (8.2) reduce to the
one-dimensional invariant differential equations
(∂qY¯ (u) ∂pY (u))α = Y βg (u)(Wq¯p(u))β
α (9.2a)
Y αg (u) = (Y¯ (u)Y (u))
α (9.2b)
Y βg (
4∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g (9.2c)
where Wq¯p are the invariant connections of order q+ p. The explicit form of the
invariant connections through second order
W0¯0 = 1 (9.3a)
W0¯1 =
2
u
LabT 1a T 2b +
2
u− 1L
abT 1a T 3b , W1¯0 =
2
u
L˜abT 1a T 2b +
2
u− 1 L˜
abT 1a T 3b
(9.3b)
W0¯2 = ∂W0¯1 +W
2
0¯1 + E0¯2 , W2¯0 = ∂W1¯0 +W
2
1¯0 + E2¯0 (9.3c)
W1¯1 = W1¯0W0¯1 − E0¯2 =W0¯1W1¯0 − E2¯0 (9.3d)
E0¯2 = −2iLdaLe(bfdec)
{
1
u2
[T 1a T 2b T 2c + T 2a T 1b T 1c ]
+
1
(u− 1)2 [T
1
a T 3b T 3c + T 3a T 1b T 1c ] +
2
u(u− 1)T
1
a T 2b T 3c
} (9.3e)
E2¯0 = E0¯2|L→L˜ (9.3f)
was obtained by using the global Ward identity (9.2c) in the quadratic form
Y βg (
4∑
j 6=i
(LabT iaT jb )β
α
+ δαβ∆αi(T i)) = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (9.4)
to eliminate the fourth representation T 4.
The first-order invariant equations imply the invariant KZ equations
∂Y αg = ∂(Y¯ Y )
α = Y βg (W
g)β
α (9.5a)
W g =W0¯1 +W1¯0 =
2
u
Labg T 1a T 2b +
2
u− 1L
ab
g T 1a T 3b (9.5b)
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as in the previous section, where (9.5b) is the first factorization relation on the
invariant connections. We have also checked that the second-order factorization
relations
W0¯2 +W1¯1 = (∂ +W
g)W0¯1 (9.6a)
W2¯0 +W1¯1 = (∂ +W
g)W1¯0 (9.6b)
are satisfied identically by the invariant connections (9.3). The general factor-
ization relations among the invariant connections
Wq¯+1,p +Wq¯,p+1 = (∂ +W
g)Wq¯p (9.7)
include the special cases (9.5b) and (9.6), and are presumably guaranteed by
the general factorization relation (8.11) among the connections.
Given the factorization relations (9.7) and the invariant connectionW g, the
steps of Section 8 show that there is only one independent invariant connection
at each order, and all the invariant connections can be expressed in terms of, say,
the canonical set W g andW0¯p. Similarly, given the invariant KZ equations, only
one invariant Ward identity must be solved at each order, so that, for example,
the collection
∂Y αg = Y
β
g (W
g)β
α , (Y¯ ∂pY )α = Y βg (W0¯p)β
α , W0¯0 = 1 (9.8a)
Y βg (
4∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g (9.8b)
is a complete set of invariant Ward identities.
Finally, we follow the reasoning at the end of Section 8 to obtain the in-
variant A-S correlators and their associated invariant connections
Y α(u¯, u) = Y βg (u¯)Yβ
α = Y αg (u¯) (9.9a)
W0¯ p = δp,0 , Wq¯p = δp,0(∂ +W
g)q−1W g , q ≥ 1 (9.9b)
as solutions of the invariant Ward identities (9.2), where Yβ
α = δαβ are the
invariant correlators of the trivial theory.
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10 Matrix Factorization of h and g/h
As a first non-trivial example, we solve the new Ward identities for the corre-
lators of the coset constructions [2, 5, 11]. We will see that the coset correla-
tors satisfy first-order linear differential equations whose solutions are the coset
blocks defined by Douglas [41].
To begin, we collect some special properties of h ⊂ g and g/h, which we
choose as T = Th and T˜ = Tg/h. First, the generators of h commute with Th
and Tg/h, so the conformal weights of the broken affine primary fields satisfy
[Ta,∆h(T )] = [Ta,∆g/h(T )] = 0 , a ∈ h (10.1a)
(Ta)αβ(∆hα(T )−∆hβ(T )) = (Ta)αβ(∆g/hα (T )−∆g/hβ (T )) = 0 (10.1b)
in an L-basis of T (see Section 3). Second, the biconformal fields (5.1a) of the
broken affine primaries satisfy
Ja(z)R
α(T , w¯, w) = R
β(T , w¯, w)
z − w (Ta)β
α + reg. , a ∈ h (10.2)
because the currents of h commute with T˜ = Tg/h. Third, we will need the
explicit form of the h and g/h connections through second order
W hi ≡Wi = 2Labh
∑
j 6=i
T iaT jb
zij
, W
g/h
i ≡Wı¯ = 2Labg/h
∑
j 6=i
T ia T jb
zij
(10.3a)
Wij = (∂i +W
h
i )W
h
j , W¯i =W
g/h
j W
h
i (10.3b)
W¯ ı¯ = ∂iW
g/h
j +W
g
i W
g/h
j −W g/hj W hi (10.3c)
which follow from (6.9), (6.10) and (8.8) because Ldah L
e(b
h fde
c) = Eij = 0. Finally,
we will study the matrix factorization
Rα(T , z¯, z) = (R¯g/h(T , z¯)Rh(T , z))α = R¯βg/h(T , z¯)(Rh(T , z))βα (10.4a)
Aα(z¯, z) = (A¯g/h(z¯)Ah(z))
α = A¯βg/h(z¯)(Ah(z))β
α (10.4b)
announced in Section 7, where A¯αg/h are the coset correlators.
The equations for h and g/h are then
∂j1 . . . ∂jqA¯
β
g/h ∂i1 . . . ∂ip(Ah)β
α = Aβg (W¯1...¯qi1...ip)β
α (10.5a)
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Aαg (z) = A¯
β
g/h(z)(Ah(z))β
α (10.5b)
Aβg (
n∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g (10.5c)
A¯βg/h(z¯)(Ah(z))β
γ(
n∑
i=1
T ia )γα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dimh (10.5d)
where (10.5a-c) are the factorized Ward identities (8.2) and the extra h-global
Ward identity in (10.5d) is implied by (10.2).
To solve this system, we focus on the first-order equations in the form
A¯βg/h(∂iAh −AhW hi )β
α
= 0 (10.6a)
∂iA¯
β
g/h (Ah)β
α = A¯βg/h(Ah)β
γ(W
g/h
i )γ
α
. (10.6b)
The first of these equations is solved by taking Ah to be the (invertible) evolution
operator of the h-connection
∂i(Ah)β
α = (Ah)β
γ(W hi )γ
α
, ∂i(A
−1
h )β
α
= −(W hi )βγ(A−1h )γα (10.7)
that is, the KZ equations of h embedded in g. Then (10.5b) gives the coset
correlators
A¯αg/h = A
β
g (A
−1
h )β
α
(10.8)
which solve (10.6b) in the form
∂iA¯
α
g/h = A¯
β
g/h(Wi[g/h])β
α (10.9a)
Wi[g/h] = AhW
g/h
i A
−1
h . (10.9b)
In what follows, we refer to the first-order linear partial differential equations
(10.9) as the coset equations, and we will call Wi[g/h] the dressed coset connec-
tions. Moreover, we will often suppress the group indices on our equations, as
in (10.9b).
Before proceeding, we emphasize that the dressed coset connections are flat
connections
Fij(W [g/h]) = Ah{Fij(W g)− Fij(W h)}A−1h = 0 (10.10a)
Fij(W ) ≡ ∂iWj − ∂jWi + [Wi,Wj] (10.10b)
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as they must be, by construction from (10.8). On the other hand, the dressed
connections are complicated by the h-dressing, and, at least generically, do not
fall in the class of connections associated to the classical Yang-Baxter equation.
To see this explicitly, we consider high-level expansion [22] of the inverse
inertia tensors on simple g, restricting the correlators to “low-spin” representa-
tions with ∆(T i) = O(k−1) at high-level. Then, it is not difficult to obtain the
first few terms of W
g/h
i , Ah and the dressed coset connections
Wi[g/h] =
∑
j 6=i
rij(z)
zij
= W
g/h
i +O(k−2) (10.11a)
rij(z) =
P abg/h
k
T iaT jb +
1
2k2
(P abh Qh − ηabQg)T iaT jb
− i
k2
P abg/hP
cd
h fbc
e

∑
s 6=i
ln
(
zis
z0is
)
T sd T ie T ja +
∑
s 6=j
ln
(
zjs
z0js
)
T ia T je T sd

+O(k−3)
(10.11b)
where we have chosen the simplest initial condition Ah(z0) = 1 for the evolution
operator and defined the projection operators P abh and P
ab
g/h onto h and g/h.
Since rij 6= rij(zij), the classical Yang-Baxter equation is excluded.
Moving on, we consider our solution vis-a`-vis the higher-order Ward iden-
tities (10.5). The h-evolution equation (10.7) and the coset equations (10.9)
induce the all-order connections
W¯1...¯qi1...ip = W
g/h
j1...jqW
h
i1...ip ≡W g/h{q}W h{p} (10.12a)
W h{p}ip+1 = (∂ip+1 +W
h
ip+1
)W h{p} (10.12b)
W
g/h
{q}jq+1
= ∂jq+1 W
g/h
{q} +W
g
jq+1W
g/h
{q} −W g/h{q}W hjq+1 (10.12c)
by comparison with the Ward identities (10.5). At second order, the induced
connections (10.12) agree precisely with our by-hand connections in (10.3b,c),
so our solution solves the second-order Ward identities. At higher order, it is
not difficult to check that the induced connections (10.12) solve the general
factorization relations (8.11).
Next, we verify that our solution solves the h-global Ward identity (10.5d).
To see this, note first that the coset correlators satisfy an h-global identity
A¯g/h
∑
i
T ia = AgA−1h
∑
i
T ia = Ag
∑
i
T iaA−1h = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dimh (10.13)
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because Ah and A
−1
h commute with the generators of h, while the A-S construc-
tion Ag satisfies the g-global Ward identity (10.5c). By the same reasoning, we
have
A¯g/h(z¯)Ah(z)
∑
i
T ia = A¯g/h(z¯)
∑
i
T iaAh(z) = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dimh (10.14)
as required by (10.5d).
We turn now to verify the SL(2) covariance of our solution, starting with
g/h. The coset equations and the g-global identity (10.5c) guarantee the SL(2)
covariance of the coset correlators,
∑
i
∂iA¯
α
g/h =
∑
i
(zi∂i +∆
g/h
αi
)A¯αg/h =
∑
i
(z2i ∂i + 2zi∆
g/h
αi
)A¯αg/h = 0 (10.15)
but the last two identities require a special trick, e.g.
∑
i
zi∂iA¯
α
g/h = −
∑
β,γ
Aβg
∑
i
(Labg/hT ia T ib )β
γ
(A−1h )γ
α
= −∑
β
Aβg
∑
i
∆
g/h
βi
(A−1h )β
α
= −A¯αg/h
∑
i
∆g/hαi .
(10.16)
In the last step, we used one of the ∆-exchange identities
(Ah)α
β(∆g/hαi (T i)−∆g/hβi (T i)) = (Ah)αβ(∆hαi(T i)−∆hβi(T i)) = 0 (10.17a)
(A−1h )α
β
(∆g/hαi (T i)−∆
g/h
βi
(T i)) = (A−1h )αβ(∆hαi(T i)−∆hβi(T i)) = 0 (10.17b)
which follow from (10.1) because Ah and A
−1
h are matrix-valued functions of
{T ia , a ∈ h}.
It is instructive to compare the statement of SL(2) covariance in (10.15)
with the general statement (8.4) in this case, e.g.
(
∑
i
(zi∂i + ∆˜αi)A¯ A)
α =
∑
β
∑
i
(zi∂i +∆
g/h
αi
)A¯βg/h(Ah)β
α = 0 . (10.18)
This relation is verified from the coset equations by stopping one step short
in (10.16) and multiplying by Ah; equivalently, the two forms in (10.15) and
(10.18) differ by a ∆-exchange identity. It is clear that the matrix factorization
(10.4) of h and g/h introduced an αi ↔ βi mismatch in the general identity
(10.18), which is corrected by the ∆-exchange. Since the ∆-exchange identities
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are special to h and g/h, it seems unlikely that matrix factorization will suffice
in the general case.
To see the SL(2) covariance of the h theory, we use the h-invariance (10.13)
of the coset correlators to rewrite the biconformal correlators as
A¯βg/h(z¯)(Ah(z))β
α = A¯Mg/h(z¯)(Ah(z))M
α (10.19a)
A¯αg/h = v
α
M(h)A¯
M
g/h , (Ah)M
α = vβM(h)(Ah)β
α (10.19b)
vβM(h)(
∑
i
T ia )β
α
= 0 , a = 1, . . . , dimh , M = 1, . . . , dim v(T , h)
(10.19c)
where vα1...αnM (h) in (10.19c) are the h-invariant tensors of T 1⊗. . .⊗T n. The pro-
jections (Ah)M
α of the evolution operator are the physical h-correlators because
they satisfy both the KZ equations of h and an h-global Ward identity,
∂i(Ah)M
α = (Ah)M
β(W hi )β
α
, (Ah)M
β(
∑
i
T ia )β
α
= 0 , a = 1, . . . , dimh
(10.20)
from which the usual SL(2) identities are inferred.
11 Coset Blocks
To study the invariant four-point coset correlators, we introduce the SL(2) de-
compositions
(Ah(z))M
α =
(Yh(u))M
α
∏4
i<j z
γij (α)
ij
, A¯αg/h(z) =
Y¯ αg/h(u)∏4
i<j z
γ¯ij (α)
ij
(11.1a)
(Yh)M
β(
4∑
i=1
T ia )βα = Y¯ βg/h(
4∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dimh (11.1b)
where the h-global Ward identities on the invariant correlators follow from
(10.20) and (10.13) by ∆-exchange identities. This corresponds to the invariant
factorization
Y α(u¯, u) = (Y¯g/h(u¯)Yh(u))
α = Y¯ βg/h(u¯)(Yh(u))β
α = CM(u¯)(Yh(u))Mα (11.2a)
(Yh)M
α = vβM(h)(Yh)β
α , Y¯ αg/h = v
α
M(h)CM (11.2b)
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and hence the factorized invariant Ward identities
∂qY¯ βg/h ∂
p(Yh)β
α = Y βg (Wq¯p)β
α (11.3a)
Y αg = Y¯
β
g/h(Yh)β
α (11.3b)
Y βg (
4∑
i=1
T ia )βα = 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g . (11.3c)
The invariant h and g/h connections through order two
W h ≡W0¯1 = 2
u
Labh T 1a T 2b +
2
u− 1L
ab
h T 1a T 3b (11.4a)
W g/h ≡W1¯0 =
2
u
Labg/hT 1a T 2b +
2
u− 1L
ab
g/hT 1a T 3b (11.4b)
W0¯2 = (∂ +W
h)W h , W1¯1 =W
g/hW h (11.4c)
W2¯0 = ∂W
g/h +W gW g/h −W g/hW h (11.4d)
also follow from Section 9 because Ldah L
e(b
h fde
c) = E0¯2 = 0.
At this point, the invariant solution
∂(Yh)β
α = (Yh)β
γ(W h)γ
α
, ∂(Y −1h )β
α
= −(W h)βγ(Y −1h )γα (11.5a)
Y¯ αg/h = Y
β
g (Y
−1
h )β
α
(11.5b)
∂Y¯ αg/h = Y¯
β
g/hW [g/h]β
α , W [g/h] = YhW
g/hY −1h (11.5c)
can be inferred from (11.1) and the results of Section 10, or, equivalently, from
(11.3), following the arguments of Section 10. In what follows, we will refer to
(11.5b) as the invariant coset correlators and to (11.5c) as the invariant coset
equations. We also remark that the induced invariant connections
Wq¯p = W
g/h
q W
h
p (11.6a)
W hp+1 = (∂ +W
h)W hp , W
g/h
q+1 = ∂W
g/h
q +W
gW g/hq −W g/hq W h (11.6b)
agree with the by-hand second-order invariant connections in (11.4c,d), and
satisfy the general factorization relations (9.7).
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Two steps are needed to make the transition from the group basis to a more
familiar basis. First, we introduce a (g, h) invariant tensor basis
Y αg = v
α
m(g)Gm , Y¯ αg/h = vαM(h)CM (11.7a)
(Yh)M
α = vβM(h)(Yh)β
α = HMNvαN(h) (11.7b)
(Y −1h )M
α ≡ vβM (h)(Y −1h )βα = (H−1)MNvαN (h) (11.7c)
(W g)m
α ≡ vβm(g)(W g)βα = (W g)mnvαn(g) (11.7d)
(W h)M
α ≡ vβM (h)(W h)β
α
= (W h)M
N
vαN (h) (11.7e)
where CM are the invariant coset correlators in the tensor basis and {vαm(g)} ⊂
{vαM(h)} are the g-invariant tensors of T 1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T n,
vβm(g)(
∑
i
T ia )β
α
= 0 , a = 1, . . . , dim g , m = 1, . . . , dim v(T , g) (11.8)
which may be chosen to satisfy vαm(g) = v
α
m(h). It follows that
CMHMN = GnδNn (11.9a)
CM = Gm(H−1)mM (11.9b)
∂Gm = Gn(W g)nm (11.9c)
∂HMN = HML(W h)LN , ∂(H−1)MN = −(W h)ML(H−1)LN (11.9d)
and we will choose the initial condition
(H(u0))MN = (H−1(u0))MN = δNM (11.10)
for the evolution operators H and H−1 in (11.9d).
Second, we introduce a block basis,
Gm(u) = dr(Fg(u))rm (11.11a)
(H(u))MN = (F−1h (u0))MR(Fh(u))RN (11.11b)
(H−1(u))MN = (F−1h (u))MR(Fh(u0))RN (11.11c)
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where (Fg)rm and (Fh)RM are the usual conformal blocks of g and h, chosen so
that the left indices r and R label the blocks by g and h representations in the
s channel (u→ 0). Then
CM (u) = dr(Fg(u))rn(F−1h (u))nR(Fh(u0))RM (11.12)
and we finally obtain
Y¯ αg/h(u) = d
r C(u)rRwαR(u0, h) (11.13a)
wαR(u0, h) = (Fh(u0))RMvαM(h) (11.13b)
C(u)rR = (Fg(u))rn(F−1h (u))nR (11.13c)
∂CrR = CrSW [g/h]SR (11.13d)
W [g/h]R
S = (Fh)RM [δmM(W g)mlδLl − (W h)M
L
](F−1h )LS (11.13e)
where CrR in (11.13c) are the coset blocks, and (11.13d) are the invariant coset
equations in the block basis. With (10.19c) and (11.8), we count dim v(T , h) ·
dim v(T , g) coset blocks for general integrable representations {T i} of g and
general g/h.
The coset blocks in (11.13c) are essentially those defined by Douglas [41],
who argued that they can be used to define consistent non-chiral conformal field
theories.
12 Simplification on (g× g)/g
Among the coset constructions and representations of g, we distinguish a par-
ticularly simple class: For the cosets, we choose the type II symmetric spaces
g
h
=
gx1 × gx2
gx1+x2
(12.1)
and we consider the integrable representations of gx1
(T ia )αiβi = ((T ia )αˆi βˆi, 0) , a = 1, . . . , dim g . (12.2)
In this case, we have the simplifications
Y αg (u) = Y
αˆ
gx1
(u) , GM = dR(Fgx1 )R
M , Y αh (u) = Y
αˆ
gx1+x2
(u) (12.3a)
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vαm(g) = v
α
M(h) = v
αˆ
M(g) , m =M = 1, . . . , dim v(T , g) (12.3b)
Y αg/h(u) = Y
αˆ
g/h(u) = d
RC(u)RSwαˆS(u0, g) (12.3c)
wαˆR(u0, g) = (Fgx1+x2 (u0))R
MvαˆM(g) (12.3d)
C(u)RS = (Fgx1(u))R
L(F−1gx1+x2 (u))L
S
(12.3e)
where dim v(T , g) is the number of g-invariant tensors and (dim v(T , g))2 is the
number of coset blocks in the square matrix C. In (12.3), the blocks of gx satisfy
∂Fgx = FgxW gx , ∂F−1gx = −W gxF−1gx (12.4a)
W gx = λgx
(
P
u
+
Q
u− 1
)
, λgx =
1
x+ h˜g
(12.4b)
vβˆM(g)2ψ
−2
g (η
abT 1a T 2b )βˆ αˆ = PMNvαˆN (g) (12.4c)
vβˆM(g)2ψ
−2
g (η
abT 1a T 3b )βˆ αˆ = QMNvαˆN (g) (12.4d)
where h˜g and ψg are the dual Coxeter number and highest root of g respectively,
and the square matrices P and Q are defined in (12.4c,d). Finally, the iterated
coset equations
∂qC = CWq[g/h] , Wq[g/h] = Fgx1+x2W g/hq F−1gx1+x2 (12.5a)
W
g/h
0 = 1 , W
g/h
1 = (λgx1 − λgx1+x2 )
(
P
u
+
Q
u− 1
)
(12.5b)
∂W
g/h
q+1 = ∂W
g/h
q +W
gx1W g/hq −W g/hq W gx1+x2 (12.5c)
follow from (10.12c) and (12.4).
13 An Example on (SU(n)× SU(n))/SU(n)
As an example on (g × g)/g, we specify (SU(n)x1 × SU(n)x2)/SU(n)x1+x2 and
we choose the gx1 = SU(n)x1 representations as
T 1 = T 4 = T(n) , T 2 = T 3 = T¯(n) (13.1)
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where T(n) is the fundamental representation of SU(n) and T¯(n) is its complex
conjugate, defined in (3.6b). These choices correspond to the correlators and
conformal weights
Aαˆg = 〈Rαˆ1∆gx (T , z1)Rαˆ2∆gx (T¯ , z2)Rαˆ3∆gx (T¯ , z3)Rαˆ4∆gx (T , z4)〉 =
Y αˆg (u)
(z14z23)2∆gx
(13.2a)
∆gx(T(n)) = ∆gx =
n2 − 1
2n(x+ n)
(13.2b)
A¯αˆg/h = 〈Rαˆ1∆g/h(T , z1)Rαˆ2∆g/h(T¯ , z2)Rαˆ3∆g/h(T¯ , z3)Rαˆ4∆g/h(T , z4)〉 =
Y¯ αˆg/h(u)
(z14z23)
2∆g/h
(13.2c)
∆g/h(T(n)) = ∆g/h = ∆gx1 −∆gx1+x2 =
x2(n
2 − 1)
2n(x1 + n)(x1 + x2 + n)
(13.2d)
of SU(n)x and g/h respectively. The n conformal weights of each coset field
are degenerate in this case, so that any basis is an L-basis, and we choose the
Cartesian basis of Gell-Mann for simplicity.
In this basis, Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov [10] have provided us with the
required data on SU(n)x,
vαˆ1 (g) = δ
αˆ1αˆ2δαˆ3αˆ4 , vαˆ2 (g) = δ
αˆ1αˆ3δαˆ2αˆ4 , dim v(g) = 2 (13.3a)
P = −1
n
(
n2 − 1 0
n −1
)
, Q = −1
n
(−1 n
0 n2 − 1
)
, λgx =
1
x+ n
(13.3b)
Fgx =
(
(Fgx)V 1 (Fgx)V 2
(Fgx)A1 (Fgx)A2
)
, ∆Agx =
n
x+ n
(13.3c)
(Fgx(u))V 1 = u−2∆gx(1− u)∆
A
gx−2∆gxF (λgx,−λgx , 1− nλgx ; u)
(Fgx(u))A1 = u∆
A
gx−2∆gx(1− u)∆Agx−2∆gxF ((n− 1)λgx, (n+ 1)λgx , 1 + nλgx ; u)
(Fgx(u))V 2 =
1
x
u−2∆gx+1(1− u)∆Agx−2∆gxF (1 + λgx , 1− λgx , 2− nλgx ; u)
(Fgx(u))A2 = −nu∆
A
gx
−2∆gx (1− u)∆Agx−2∆gxF ((n− 1)λgx, (n+ 1)λgx , nλgx; u)
(13.3d)
where V,A label the vacuum and adjoint blocks in the u → 0 channel, ∆Agx is
the conformal weight of the adjoint representation T(A) and F (a, b, c; u) is the
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hypergeometric function. We will also need the inverse A-S blocks
F−1gx = −
1
n
(u(1− u))4∆gx−∆Agx
(
(Fgx)A2 −(Fgx)V 2
−(Fgx)A1 (Fgx)V 1
)
(13.4)
and the crossing symmetry of the blocks [10]
Fgx(u) = XgxFgx(1− u)σ1 , F−1gx (u) = σ1F−1gx (1− u)Xgx (13.5a)
(Xgx)V
V = n
Γ(nλgx)Γ(−nλgx)
Γ(λgx)Γ(−λgx)
, (Xgx)A
V = −n Γ(nλgx)
2
Γ((n− 1)λgx)Γ((n+ 1)λgx)
(13.5b)
TrXgx = 0 , detXgx = −1 , X−1gx = Xgx (13.5c)
where σ1 is the first Pauli matrix and Γ is the gamma function.
The (dim v(T , g))2 = 4 coset blocks of the g/h correlator in (13.2c)
C(u)V V = 1
n
u−2∆g/h(1− u)−2∆g/h+∆A,Vg/h −1
[nF (λg,−λg, 1− nλg; u)F ((n− 1)λh, (n+ 1)λh, nλh; u)
+
u
x1
F (1 + λg, 1− λg, 2− nλg; u)F ((n− 1)λh, (n+ 1)λh, 1 + nλh; u)]
C(u)V A = 1
n
u
−2∆g/h+∆
V,A
g/h (1− u)−2∆g/h+∆A,Vg/h −1
[
1
x1 + x2
F (λg,−λg, 1− nλg; u)F (1 + λh, 1− λh, 2− nλh; u)
− 1
x1
F (1 + λg, 1− λg, 2− nλg; u)F (λh,−λh, 1− nλh; u)]
C(u)AV = u−2∆g/h+∆
A,V
g/h
−1
(1− u)−2∆g/h+∆A,Vg/h −1
[F ((n− 1)λg, (n+ 1)λg, 1 + nλg; u)F ((n− 1)λh, (n+ 1)λh, nλh; u)
− F ((n− 1)λg, (n+ 1)λg, nλg; u)F ((n− 1)λh, (n+ 1)λh, 1 + nλh; u)]
C(u)AA = 1
n
u
−2∆g/h+∆
A,A
g/h (1− u)−2∆g/h+∆A,Vg/h −1
[
u
x1 + x2
F ((n− 1)λg, (n+ 1)λg, 1 + nλg; u)F (1 + λh, 1−λh, 2−nλh; u)
+ nF ((n− 1)λg, (n+ 1)λg, nλg; u)F (λh,−λh, 1− nλh; u)]
(13.6a)
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λg ≡ λgx1 =
1
x1 + n
, λh ≡ λgx1+x2 =
1
x1 + x2 + n
(13.6b)
∆V,Vg/h ≡ 0
∆V,Ag/h ≡ 1−∆Agx1+x2 =
x1 + x2
x1 + x2 + n
∆A,Vg/h ≡ ∆Agx1 + 1 =
x1 + 2n
x1 + n
∆A,Ag/h ≡ ∆Agx1 −∆
A
gx1+x2
=
nx2
(x1 + n)(x1 + x2 + n)
(13.6c)
are now computed by substitution of (13.3) and (13.4) into the result (12.3e).
Note that
C(u)RS ∼
u→0
u
−2∆g/h+∆
R,S
g/h (13.7)
so the results in (13.6c) are the conformal weights‡ of the s-channel coset blocks.
The crossing symmetry of the coset blocks
C(u) = Xgx1C(1− u)Xgx1+x2 (13.8)
follows from (13.5), so the coset blocks in the t channel (u → 1) are the same
as the s-channel. In the u channel (u → ∞), we find four coset blocks with
conformal weights§
∆a,ag/h ≡ ∆agx1 −∆
a
gx1+x2
, ∆a,sg/h ≡ ∆agx1 −∆
s
gx1+x2
+ 1 (13.9a)
∆s,sg/h ≡ ∆sgx1 −∆
s
gx1+x2
, ∆s,ag/h ≡ ∆sgx1 −∆
a
gx1+x2
+ 1 (13.9b)
∆agx =
(n− 2)(n+ 1)
n(x+ n)
, ∆sgx =
(n + 2)(n− 1)
n(x+ n)
(13.9c)
where ∆agx and ∆
s
gx
are the conformal weights of the antisymmetric and sym-
metric representations T(a) and T(s) in n ⊗ n = (a) + (s). On SU(2)x and
‡The conformal weights ∆V,Vg/h and ∆
A,A
g/h correspond to the affine primary fields (0, 0, 0) and
(adjoint, 0, adjoint), where (Tgx1 , Tgx2 , Tgx1+x2 ) denotes the branching of Tgx1 ⊗Tgx2 into rep-
resentations of gx1+x2 . The fields of the other two conformal weights in (13.6c) are apparently
affine secondary in general.
§The fields with conformal weights ∆a,ag/h and ∆
s,s
g/h are the affine primary fields (a, 0, a)
and (s, 0, s) respectively, while the fields with ∆a,sg/h and ∆
s,a
g/h are apparently affine secondary
in general.
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(SU(2)x1 × SU(2)x2)/SU(2)x1+x2 the u-channel blocks are the same as the s-
channel blocks,
Rαˆ∆gx (T¯(2)) ∼ Rαˆ∆gx (T(2)) , Rαˆ∆g/h(T¯(2)) ∼ Rαˆ∆g/h(T(2)) (13.10a)
Φa,a ∼ ΦV,V , Φa,s ∼ ΦV,A , Φs,a ∼ ΦA,V , Φs,s ∼ ΦA,A (13.10b)
∆sgx = ∆
A
gx
, ∆agx = 0 (13.10c)
∆a,ag/h = ∆
V,V
g/h , ∆
a,s
g/h = ∆
V,A
g/h , ∆
s,a
g/h = ∆
A,V
g/h , ∆
s,s
g/h = ∆
A,A
g/h (13.10d)
because T(2) ∼ T¯(2), T(s) = T(A) and T(a) = 0 for SU(2).
Following the usual analyticity and crossing arguments [36, 10], we may
also construct the crossing-symmetric non-chiral coset correlators
〈R∆g/h(z1, z∗1)R¯∆g/h(z2, z∗2)R¯∆g/h(z3, z∗3)R∆g/h(z4, z∗4)〉 =
N Y (u, u∗)
|z14z23|4∆g/h (13.11a)
Y (u, u∗) =C(u)V V C(u∗)V V + f(λh)C(u)V AC(u∗)V A
+ f(λg)
−1[C(u)AV C(u∗)AV + f(λh)C(u)AAC(u∗)AA]
(13.11b)
f(α) ≡ n2
(
Γ(nα)
Γ(1− nα)
)2
Γ(1− (n− 1)α)Γ(1− (n+ 1)α)
Γ((n− 1)α)Γ((n+ 1)α) (13.11c)
where N is a normalization and z∗, u∗ are the complex conjugates of z, u.
From the non-chiral correlators we may infer the coset fusion rules for x1 6= 1
[Φ]× [Φ¯] = [ΦV,V ] + [ΦV,A] + [ΦA,V ] + [ΦA,A] (13.12a)
[Φ]× [Φ] = [Φa,a] + [Φa,s] + [Φs,a] + [Φs,s] (13.12b)
where [Φ] and [Φ¯] are the conformal blocks of Rg/h(T ) and Rg/h(T¯ ) respectively.
At x1 = 1, however, only the coset blocks CV R, R = V,A contribute because
f(λgx1=1)
−1 = f
(
1
n+ 1
)−1
= 0 (13.13)
and we obtain the truncated coset fusion rules
[Φ]× [Φ¯] = [ΦV,V ] + [ΦV,A] (13.14a)
[Φ]× [Φ] = [Φa,a] + [Φa,s] (13.14b)
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for (SU(n)1 × SU(n)x2)/SU(n)x2+1. This consistent truncation of the coset
blocks is equivalent to a consistent affine cutoff on the blocks of gx1 = SU(n)x1 ,
dA = 0 , GM(u) = dV (Fgx1=1(u))V
M , Y¯ αˆg/h(u) = d
V C(u)V SwαˆS(u0, g)
(13.15)
in which only the vacuum blocks (Fgx1 )V
M , M = 1, 2 of the A-S construction
are included at level one [10].
Since the coset blocks (13.6) are unfamiliar and the non-chiral correlators
(13.11) are largely new, we have checked our results against the literature in a
number of cases.
Consider first the two-block solutions at x1 = 1, whose coset blocks
C(u)V V = u−2∆g/h(1− u)−2∆g/hF ((n+ 1)λh − 1, (n− 1)λh, nλh; u)
C(u)V A = −x2
n(x2 + 1)
u
−2∆g/h+∆
V,A
g/h (1− u)−2∆g/hF (λh, 1− λh, 2− nλh; u)
(13.16a)
∆g/h =
x2(n
2 − 1)
2n(n+ 1)(x2 + n+ 1)
, ∆V,Vg/h = 0 , ∆
V,A
g/h =
x2 + 1
x2 + n+ 1
(13.16b)
satisfy the truncated fusion rules (13.14). The simple form of these blocks, with
only one hypergeometric function, is obtained from (13.6) because F (a, b, a; u) =
(1− u)−b.
As a first check, the two-block solutions reduce to the correct results [36]
Rαˆg/h(T(2)) ∼ Φ1,2 (13.17a)
∆g/h = ∆g/h(T(2)) = ∆1,2 = m
4(m+ 3)
(13.17b)
∆V,Vg/h = ∆1,1 = 0 , ∆
V,A
g/h = ∆1,3 =
m+ 1
m+ 3
(13.17c)
[Φ1,2]× [Φ1,2] = [Φ1,1] + [Φ1,3] (13.17d)
for the Virasoro minimal models (SU(2)1×SU(2)m)/SU(2)m+1, where the mini-
mal model conformal weights ∆p,q and the SU(2) equivalences (13.10) were used
to make the identifications. Moreover, the explicit form of the coset blocks in
(13.16) agrees with the blocks obtained by Dotsenko and Fateev [37] in this case.
Finally, we have checked on (SU(3)1 × SU(3)m)/SU(3)m+1 that the blocks in
(13.16) are the known [39, 45] two-block solutions in the W3 minimal models.
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More generally, the iterated coset equations ∂qCV R = CV SWq[g/h]SR in
(12.5) give the second-order differential equation

 n+ 1n[1 + 2(n2−1)
n(n−1)
∆g/h]
∂2 +
[
1
u
+
1
u− 1
]
∂
−∆g/h

 2
n
[1 + 2
n−1
∆g/h]
[1 + 2(n
2−2)
n(n−1)
∆g/h]
(
1
u2
+
1
(u− 1)2
)
− 2
u(u− 1)



 C(u)V R = 0
(13.18)
for the entire set of two-block solutions, where ∆g/h is given in (13.16b). On
(SU(2)1 × SU(2)m)/SU(2)m+1, this is the equation derived by BPZ from the
chiral null state
[(L
(−1)
g/h )
2−2
3
(1+2∆g/h(T(2)))L(−2)g/h ]Rαˆg/h(T(2), 0)|0〉 = 0 , Rαˆg/h(T(2), 0)|0〉 = |Φ1,2〉
(13.19)
where ∆g/h(T(2)) = ∆1,2 is given in (13.17b).
As a check on the four-block solutions, we recover Douglas’ conclusion for
the Virasoro minimal models
Rαˆg/h(T(2)) ∼ Φ2,2 (13.20a)
∆g/h = ∆2,2 =
3
4(m+ 2)(m+ 3)
(13.20b)
∆V,Vg/h = ∆1,1 = 0 , ∆
V,A
g/h = ∆1,3 =
m+ 1
m+ 3
(13.20c)
∆A,Vg/h = ∆3,1 =
m+ 4
m+ 2
, ∆A,Ag/h = ∆3,3 =
2
(m+ 2)(m+ 3)
(13.20d)
[Φ2,2]× [Φ2,2] = [Φ1,1] + [Φ1,3] + [Φ3,1] + [Φ3,3] (13.20e)
when n = 2, x1 = m 6= 1 and x2 = 1. Moreover, the explicit form of the coset
blocks in (13.6) agrees with the blocks obtained by Zamolodchikov [46] in this
case. Finally, we have checked that the four-block solutions are in agreement
with the known [47, 39] conformal weights and fusion rules in the N=1 super-
conformal series (n = 2 and x1 = 2, x2 = m or x1 = m 6= 1, x2 = 2) and W3
minimal models (n = 3 and x1 = m 6= 1, x2 = 1).
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For completeness, we finally give the fourth-order differential equation of
the general four-block solutions, obtained¶ from the iterated coset equations in
(12.5): {
∂4 + a1
[
1
u
+
1
u− 1
]
∂3 +
[
a2
(
1
u2
+
1
(u− 1)2
)
+
a3
u(u− 1)
]
∂2
+
[
a4
(
1
u3
+
1
(u− 1)3
)
+ a5
(
1
u2(u− 1) +
1
u(u− 1)2
)]
∂
+
[
a6
(
1
u4
+
1
(u− 1)4
)
+ a7
(
1
u3(u− 1) +
1
u(u− 1)3
)
+
a8
u2(u− 1)2
]}
C(u)RS = 0 (13.21a)
a1 = 4
[
1 +
n2 − 2
n2 − 1∆g/h
]
a2 = 2
[
1 +
2(2n2 − 3)
n2 − 1 ∆g/h +
2(n4 − 6n2 + 6)
(n2 − 1)2 ∆
2
g/h −
n2∆g/h
cg/h + 2n2∆g/h
]
a3 = 2
[
5 +
10(n2 − 2)
n2 − 1 ∆g/h +
4(2n4 − 7n2 + 6)
(n2 − 1)2 ∆
2
g/h +
2(n2 − 2)∆g/h
cg/h + 2n2∆g/h
]
a4 =
2n2∆g/h
n2 − 1
[
1 +
2(n2 − 2)
n2 − 1 ∆g/h −
8(n2 − 2)
n2(n2 − 1)∆
2
g/h
−(n
2 − 1) + 2(n2 − 2)∆g/h
cg/h + 2n2∆g/h
]
a5 = 2
[
1 +
5(n2 − 2)
n2 − 1 ∆g/h +
2(5n4 − 20n2 + 16)
(n2 − 1)2 ∆
2
g/h
+
8(n2 − 2)(n2 − 3)
(n2 − 1)2 ∆
3
g/h +
(
n2 − 2
n2 − 1
)
n2 − 1 + 2(n2 − 4)∆g/h
cg/h + 2n2∆g/h
∆g/h
]
a6 = −
4∆2g/h
n2 − 1
[
1 +
4
n2 − 1∆g/h −
4
n2 − 1∆
2
g/h −
2n2∆g/h
cg/h + 2n2∆g/h
]
(13.21b)
a7 =
4∆2g/h
n2 − 1
[
n2 +
2n2(n2 − 2)
n2 − 1 ∆g/h −
8(n2 − 2)
n2 − 1 ∆
2
g/h
−(n2 − 2)(n
2 − 1) + 2(n2 + 2)∆g/h
cg/h + 2n2∆g/h
]
¶The coefficients in (13.21) were obtained by G. Rivlis using Mathematica.
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a8 = −
4∆2g/h
n2 − 1
[
(n2 + 2) + 8∆g/h − 4(n
4 − 4n2 + 6)
n2 − 1 ∆
2
g/h
−2(n
2 − 1)(n2 − 2) + 4(n4 − 3n2 + 4)∆g/h
cg/h + 2n2∆g/h
]
.
Bearing in mind that we already have the solutions to this equation, its form
illustrates the technical superiority of the coset block approach over chiral null
state computations.
14 Conclusion
Following a review of the Virasoro master equation [15, 16] and Virasoro bipri-
mary fields [14] in biconformal field theory, we have derived a hierarchy of non-
linear Ward identities for affine-Virasoro correlators. The hierarchy follows from
KZ-type null states [10] and the assumption of factorization [40, 41, 14, 29],
whose consistency was verified at an abstract level.
The abstract form of the Ward identities is only a first step toward the corre-
lators, however, because solution of the equations requires specific factorization
ansa¨tze, which may vary over affine-Virasoro space.
In this paper, we solved the non-linear equations only for the simple case
of h ⊂ g and the g/h coset constructions [2, 5, 11], using a matrix factorization:
The resulting coset correlators satisfy first-order linear partial differential equa-
tions, called the coset equations, whose solutions are the coset blocks defined by
Douglas [41]. The coset equations exhibit a class of flat connections, called the
dressed coset connections, which are not in the class of connections associated
to the classical Yang-Baxter equation.
Beyond the coset constructions, we have noted in Sections 7 and 10 that
other factorization ansa¨tze may be required, such as the symmetric factorization
Rα(T , z¯, z) = (R¯(T , z¯)R(T , z))α =∑
ν
R¯αν (T , z¯)Rαν (T , z) (14.1a)
Aα(z¯, z) = (A¯(z¯)A(z))α =
∑
ν
A¯αν (z¯)A
α
ν (z) (14.1b)
Y α(u¯, u) = (Y¯ (u¯)Y (u))α =
∑
ν
Y¯ αν (u¯)Y
α
ν (u) (14.1c)
where ν is a conformal-block index to be determined by the equations.
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A more conservative direction keeps the matrix factorization and follows the
flat-connection clue provided by the coset constructions. By high-level expansion
[22] for low-spin representations on simple g, flat connections Wi[L] can be
associated to every high-level smooth [23] affine-Virasoro construction L. The
leading term of the flat connections
Wi[L] =Wi +O(k−2) = 2Lab
∑
j 6=i
T ia T jb
zij
+O(k−2) (14.2a)
Lab =
P ab
2k
+O(k−2) (14.2b)
is abelian-flat, where P ab is the high-level projection operator of the construc-
tion. In the all-order expansion around (14.2), one finds a sequence of abelian
Bianchi identities which are satisfied so long as the leading term is abelian-flat.
These flat connections are correct for the A-S and coset constructions, and, for
all L, the corresponding high-level correlators
Aα[L] = vβ(g)

δαβ + P
ab
k
∑
i<j
ln
(
zij
z0ij
)
(T iaT jb )β
α

+O(k−2) (14.3)
satisfy SL(2)-covariance and the Ward identities at the indicated order. We are
presently investigating these properties at higher order.
We finally remark on an open question posed by Douglas for the coset
constructions. We saw in Section 13 that the set of coset blocks is sometimes
larger than the set of chiral blocks, as defined by chiral null-state differential
equations. The question posed by Douglas concerns the precise relation between
the two sets of blocks. Based on our examples, it is a reasonable conjecture that
the two sets are the same when the A-S blocks, and hence the coset blocks, are
restricted to the integrable blocks,
Crˆ Rˆ = (Fg)rˆn(F−1h )nRˆ (14.4)
where rˆ and Rˆ are the integrable representations of g and h. This truncation to
the integrable blocks is always consistent (because affine Lie algebra is a chiral
construction), and ordinary differential equations for the integrable blocks are
obtainable in principle from the coset equations. Without a better characteri-
zation of the set of all chiral blocks, however, the conjecture seems difficult to
prove or disprove.
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Appendix A: Stress tensors and affine primary fields
The results of this appendix were obtained with E. Kiritsis.
We begin with the defining relations
Ja(z)R
I
g(T , w) =
(
1
z − w +
1
2∆g(T )∂w
)
RJg (T , w)(Ta)J I+(Rg)Ia(T , w)+O(z−w)
(A.1a)
〈RIg(T , z)RJg (T¯ , w)〉 =
ηIJ(T )
(z − w)2∆g(T ) (A.1b)
for the affine primary field whose matrix representation is T . T¯ is the complex
conjugate representation defined in (3.6b), and indices are raised and lowered
with the metric on carrier space ηIJ(T ), so that T¯ = −T T = −T ∗.
With (A.1), we may compute the correlators of any number of currents with
two primary fields Rg(T )Rg(T¯ ). From these, we obtain the correlators
〈Tab(z1)RIg(T , z2)RJg (T¯ , z3)〉 =
1
2
(Ta, Tb)JI+
z212z
2
13z
2∆g(T )−2
23
(A.2a)
〈(Rg)Ia(T , z)RJg (T¯ , w)〉 = 0 (A.2b)
〈(Rg)Ia(T , z)(Rg)Jb (T¯ , w)〉 =
(
Gabη(T ) + 2∆g(T )−12∆g(T ) TbTa − TaTb
)JI
(z − w)2∆g(T )+2 (A.2c)
〈Tab(z1)RIg(T , z2)(Rg)Jc (T¯ , z3)〉
=
(
GacTb +GbcTa − (TaTcTb + TbTcTa) + 2∆g(T )−12∆g(T ) Tc(Ta, Tb)+
)JI
z12z
3
13z
2∆g(T )−1
23
(A.2d)
where Tab =
∗
∗JaJb
∗
∗ and (Rg)
I
a(T ) = ∗∗JaRIg(T ) ∗∗. These correlators determine
the OPE
Tab(z)R
I
g(T , w) =
(
1
(z − w)2 +
1
∆g(T )
∂w
z − w
)
RJg (T , w)
1
2
((Ta, Tb)+)J I
+
1
z − w (Rg)
J
(a(T , w)(Tb))J I + reg. (A.3)
which we take in an L-basis of representation T (see Section 3). Then, multipli-
cation by Lab gives the OPE of the affine-Virasoro contruction T = Lab ∗∗JaJb
∗
∗
with the affine primary field
T (z)Rαg (T , w) = ∆α(T )
(
1
(z − w)2 +
1
∆g(T )
∂w
z − w
)
Rαg (T , w)
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+
2Lab(Rg)
β
a(T , w)(Tb)βα
z − w + reg. (A.4)
where ∆α(T ) are the Lab-broken conformal weights of representation T . The
OPE with T˜ = L˜ab ∗∗JaJb
∗
∗ is obtained from (A.4) by the replacement T →
T˜ , ∆→ ∆˜ and L→ L˜.
The OPE (A.4) shows the characteristic affine-Virasoro form (4.3) with the
extra term δRαg given in (4.5b).
The non-leading term in (A.4), proportional to the composite field (Rg)
α
a ,
was first seen (for A-S and coset constructions) in Ref. [14]. We emphasize here
the apparent persistence of the term in the special case of the A-S construction
Tg(z)R
α
g (T , w) =
(
∆g(T )
(z − w)2 +
∂w
z − w
)
Rαg (T , w)+
2Labg (Rg)
β
a(T , w)(Tb)βα
z − w +reg.
(A.5)
where, unless the operator is zero, it contradicts the conventional wisdom that
affine primary fields are Virasoro primary under the A-S construction.
In fact, it is not difficult to check from (3.3b) and (A2.c) that
〈Labg (Rg)βa(T , z)(Tb)βαLcdg (Rg)σc (T¯ , w)(T¯d)σρ〉 = 0 (A.6)
so the offending operator is zero for unitary representations of affine compact g.
Although it creates only null states, the composite field term apparently persists
for non-unitary constructions, and deserves further study.
Appendix B: Biprimary fields and the stability condition
The original form of the Virasoro biprimary fields [14]
φα(z¯, z) = zL
(0)
z¯L˜
(0)
φαg (1)z
−L(0) z¯−L˜
(0)
z−∆α z¯−∆˜α (B.1)
was given only for h and g/h, since the Virasoro master equation had not yet
been found. Here, we follow the steps of the orinigal argument to verify that
φα(z¯, z) is biprimary for any K-conjugate pair.
We begin with the identities
z∂zφ
α(z¯, z) = [L(0), φα(z¯, z)]−∆αφα(z¯, z) (B.2a)
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z−L
(0)
L(m)zL
(0)
= L(m)zm (B.2b)
[L(m) − L(0), φαg (1)] = m∆αφαg (1) (B.2c)
where (B.2c) is the L-stability condition [2, 14], which follows from (4.9a). Then,
φα(z¯, z) is a Virasoro primary field under T (z) because
[ L(m), φα(z¯, z)] = zL
(0)
z¯L˜
(0)
[L(m), φαg (1)]z
−L(0) z¯−L˜
(0)
zm−∆α z¯−∆˜α (B.3a)
= zL
(0)
z¯L˜
(0){[L(0), φαg (1)] +m∆αφαg (1)}zm−L
(0)−∆α z¯−L˜
(0)−∆˜α (B.3b)
= zm(z∂z + (m+ 1)∆α)φ
α(z¯, z) (B.3c)
where the L-stability condition was used in the second step. Similarly, φα(z¯, z)
is Virasoro primary under T˜ (z) because
[L˜(m), φα(z¯, z)] = z¯m(z¯∂z¯ + (m+ 1)∆˜α)φ
α(z¯, z) (B.4)
is obtained from (B.1) with the L˜-analogues of (B.2).
Appendix C: Ward identities for Lab-broken currents
We give the first-order Ward identities for the Lab-broken current correlators.
Define
〈J¯ (z¯)J (z)〉A1...An ≡ 〈JA1(z¯1, z1) . . .JAn(z¯n, zn)〉 (C.1a)
〈J¯ (z)J (z)〉A1...An ≡ 〈JA1(z1) . . . JAn(zn)〉 (C.1b)
where JA(z¯, z) are the biprimary fields (5.2a) of the Lab-broken currents JA.
Then the factorized Ward identities
〈J¯ (z)∂iJ (z)〉A1...An = −2LCD
∑
j 6=i
{
fCAi
BifDAj
Bj
zij
〈J¯ (z)J (z)〉A1 .. Bi .. Bj .. An
+
GCAiifDAj
Bj
z2ij
〈J¯ (z)J (z)〉A1 .. Aˆi .. Bj .. An −
GCAj ifDAi
Bi
z2ij
〈J¯ (z)J (z)〉A1 .. Bi .. Aˆj ..An
+2
GCAiGDAj
z3ij
〈J¯ (z)J (z)〉A1 .. Aˆi .. Aˆj .. An
}
(C.2)
are obtained with (C.1) by choosing φαg = JA in (6.3). Here, hatted indices indi-
cate currents which are not present in the A-S correlators, and the corresponding
right side of 〈∂iJ¯ J 〉 is obtained from (C.2) by L→ L˜.
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Since (T adjointA )B
C
= −ifABC , the first term on the right side of (C.2) is
analogous to the right side of the first-order Ward identity (8.3a) for the broken
affine primaries. The extra inhomogeneous terms, with hatted indices, arise from
the central term of the affine Lie algebra (2.1b), and such terms are expected
generically in the Ward identities of broken affine secondaries.
These equations are solved identically, before or after factorization, by the
two- and three-point biconformal current correlators in (5.3b) and (5.8). For
the invariant four-point correlators (see eq.(5.11)), we choose the cross ratios u
and u¯ in (9.1b), and the KZ gauge
γ12 = γ13 = 0 , γ14 = 2∆A1 , γ23 = ∆A1 +∆A2 +∆A3 −∆A4
γ24 = −∆A1 +∆A2 −∆A3 +∆A4 , γ34 = −∆A1 −∆A2 +∆A3 +∆A4 (C.3)
γ¯ij = γij|∆→∆˜
where ∆A is the L
ab-broken conformal weight of the current JA and ∆˜A+∆A =
1. Then, we obtain the one-dimensional non-linear equations for the invariant
current correlators
(Y¯ ∂Y )A1A2A3A4 = −∆A1(
2
u3
GA1A2GA3A4 +
2
(u− 1)3GA1A3GA2A4
+
1
u2
fA1A2
CfA1A3C +
1
(u− 1)2fA1A3
CfA4A2C)
+
1
u(u− 1)
∑
C
[
1
u
(∆A2 −∆C)fA1A2CfA1A3C +
1
u− 1(∆A3 −∆C)fA1A3
CfA2A4C
−(∆A4 −∆C)fA1A4CfA2A3C ] (C.4)
which we have expressed entirely in terms of the Lab-broken conformal weights
of the currents. Similarly, the right side of (∂Y¯ Y )A is obtained from (C.4) by
∆A → ∆˜A.
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